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Synopsis: 

USAID Agreement No. 306-A-OO-03-OO509-OO, Quick Impact Projects (QIP), a $25.6 million 
cooperative agreement to build smaI1-scale infrastructure projects throughout Afghanistan, was 
signed on 9130/03 and ended on 12131/06. Pursuant to this agreement, the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP) subcontracted 100% of these projet.-ts to the United Nations Office 
for Project Services (UNOPS). UNOPS then subcontracted the projects to local contractors. On 
8/1/07, an anonymous complainant contacted the Regional Inspector General, Investigations 
(RIG/I), Manila office to convey allegations ofabuse by the UN. Allegations provided include<t 

•	 In spite of being told in writing that UNOP could only bill "nominal" close out costs after 
12131/06, UNOPS claimed to expeOO S1.7 million in 2007. UNDP inexplicably drew $5.1 
million from its USAID letter ofcredit.(LOC) in 5/W and then another S1.9 million. 

•	 UNOP and UNOPS staffare unwilling to meet with USAID to explain the draw downs. 
•	 Projects worked by UNOPS were not completed as claimed and others have defects and 

warranty issues that UNOP refuses to address. There are numerous design errors, neglected 
repairs and uninstalled equipment and materials - all of whieh was billed as complete. Some 
incomplete work includes life-threatening oversights on a bridge and several buildings. 
Building parts are missing from some sites. 

The investigation largely substantiated these allegations. RIG site visits in the city of Qalat 
revealed examples of QIP projects which were reported to USAID as "complete" when in fact 
the structures contained significant deficiencies, oftentimes rendering the projects unusable. 

Little support documentation was provided to USAID from UNOPS or UNDP. Local 
contractors were initially to be paid 90% of their contracts; the final retention payment was to be 
paid after the warranty period expired and any outstanding issues were addressed. Insufficient 
documentation was provided to the Mission which rendered it impossible to ascertain if these 
final 10010 payments were paid, as claimed, and ifso, if they were paid after the warranty periods 
expired OT before. 
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Documents requested by the Agency and by this office were never furnished by the UN offices. 
Bills of Quantities (BOQ). for example, list the number of items used in all projects. US Anny 
Corps of Engineers (ACE) personnel assigned to monitor these projects could have used these 
documents to compare the number ofall items listed (door knobs, sinks, etc.) with the count they 
took at each site, the reconciliation of which would determine if the government had been 
overcharged for material. This task remains undone. 

The investigation confirmed that UNDP withdrew an approximate total of $6,706,242 in 2007 
after the project ended and without consultation with USAID. A UNDP official advised in 
several emails to the Mission that these withdrawals covered expenditures incurred prior to 
12131/06. However, no support for this was provided. UNOPS provided a letter accounting for 
approximately $1.9 million of the amount drawn in 2007. including over $175,000 in fees. 
According to the UNOPS Advisor to the Director who drafted this letter. it completed the QIP 
cost accounting. He was unaware of additional UNDP draw downs. Over $1 million of the 
expenses identified in the letter constituted transfers of funds back to other United Nations 
projects that had been "loaned" to the QIP. United Nations officials have acknowledged that the 
UN participated in a system in which millions of dollars were systemically transferred to and 
from USAID projects without the knowledge or consent of USAID. 

Interviews with USAID/Afghanistan and UN staff (both current and former) and document 
reviews revealed that the United Nations' financial systems were inadequate for this project. 
The UN was uninfonned regarding how much it had drawn from tbe LOC and how much it had 
spent on the project Attempts to ascertain how much was loaned from other projects or paid 
back proved fruitless and are on-going. Nevertheless, the Final Project Report from UNOPS and 
UNDP, received by the Mission on 6/4/07, indicates a total expenditure of $25,652,473.04 
exactly $0.04 more than the USAID obligated amount for the QIP. This would be a feat of 
precision spending and accounting for any contractor, particularly one working in a challenging 
environment such as Mghanistan. However, as of 6130/07, a full six months after th~ project 
ended, UNDP had only withdrawn $24,706,242 from the leller of credit. By 12131107. one year 
after the award ended, $946,231 still remained in the LOC. 

Due to the refusal of the United Nations to cooperate with 'his investigation, questions remain 
unanswered. "Ine UN enjoys broad immunity and the QIP. as written. allowed only for UN 
audits - not external or USAID audits, unless allowed by the UN. Though some UN officials 
agreed to be interviewed, others, notably including the UNDP Afghanistan Country Director, did 
not. Multiple official IG attempts to request documentation from the UN were ignored. 

This case was worked provisionally \\ith the Assistant United States Attorney's Office for the 
Southern District of New York (SONY) Wltil 4/8/08 when the matter was declined in lieu of 
administrative a<.1ion by USAID. 
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Details of Investigation: _ 

An anonymous caller advised the Manila RIG/I on 8/1/07 that UNDP incurred $1.7 million in
 
expenses in 2001 in spite ofbeing told in writing from the Mission that only nominal expenses
 
could be incurred after the project ended on 12/31/06. The caller advised that $5.1 million was
 
withdrawn ftom the letter of credit (I,OC) in the spring of 2007 and another withdrawal occUI1'ed
 
soon after that. The caller advised that the projects were poorly executed and UNDP had been
 
reluctant to provide support to the Mission to property address these issues. (Attachment 1)
 

Lieutenant Colonel Army Corps ofEngineers (ACE). was interviewed 00 8m07.
 
He worked on the QJll s~e,la~ 2006. He advised that a number of the UNDP's projects still
 
had defects and warranty-issues which UNDP refused to address. There were also claimed
 
project costs whi<;b ~1~4e work not perfonned and equipment an4 materials not installed. He
 
advised that UNDP/OP8 had refused to complete necessary repairs and walk~ off some
 
projects, requiring other contractors to complete the work. (Attachment 2)
 

The case agent traveled to Afghanistan in 8107~ On 8/16, he interviewed: a 
civilian employee with the ACE and LTC They advised that in the city ofQalat {,

alone, there were significant problems on numerous projects. The Tamak Bridge. ifsavable, 
would require about$200.000 to fix. The: Women's Centel' would need $20,000; the 0. Mghan 
Bank would require abo~ $25,000 and two district centers would each :~uire some $40,,000 
thoUgh one ofthem may need to'be scrapped altogether. the problems ranged. from installation 
ofwindows ~ -pqor that water entets structures, to application ofextremely poor engineering 
practiceS which-render structures unsafe and unusable. The USAIDIUNOPS Subproject 
Monitoring Reports constitute the oo1y progress report received from UNDP or UNOPS on the 
more than 100 projects under the QIP. Much of the infonnation therein is inaccuratc. such as 
reporting projects. including those mentioned above, to be "complcte." 

They further explained that during the warranty period, ifany problems were reported to UNOPS 
by USAlD, UNOPS was responsible for fixing it. On many projects. UNOPS received a report 
ofproblems before the six month warranty period expired. In virtually every case, the necessary 
repairs were not undertaken. Further. 10% of each project's financing was supposed to be . 
withheld until the warranty period ended or all repairs were completed. UNOPS paid itselfand 
its contractors .the full 100010 before the warranty period expired. 

wmd also advised that a BOQ is a list of materials and supplies to be used on a ( 
project. As the cognizant engineers, they were supposed to receive a copy of the BOQ for each 
project. This would teU them how many sinks, for example. were to be installed in a building 
and how much each would cost Pr~jects were undertaken between UNOPS and the local 
contractors on a cost plus fee basis. Without the BOQ. there was no way to know exactly what 
costs were incurred. (Attachment 3) 
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the QIP Cognizant Technical Officer (eTO), was also interviewed on 8/16/07.
 
She advised that UNDP undertook an unusually small nmnber of.draw downs from the toe and
 
submitted too few certifications ofproper use offunds (Fonrur272). On 12/31/06, the day the
 
agreement was to expire, she received a fonnal extension request from UNDP at 5:01 PM.
 
[Note: the request was approved by Carlos Haddad, UNDP Country Director.] The request was
 
rejected. From that momen~ UNOPS took the· attitude that the project was over and they were
 
done. No one at USAID coUld get a UNOPS representative on the telephone. Emails were not
 
~nded to and they refuscdto meet. The-UN ev. refused to provide requisite close out
 
documents. In spite ofbet' requests for BOQ data, the UNDP refused to provide it.
 

Toward the end of5/01, after the UNDP withdrew remaining funds from the LOC, she attended 
a meeting with USAJD personneland UNDP ~ including Carlos Haddad. They provided 
AID with a final narrative report. Upon reView ot it, ( :;l found fault with much of the 
infonnation contained therein. (Attachments 4 and 5) 

the ~SAID/Afghanistan Deputy Controller, was interviewed on 8/t8/01. He
 
confinned that the Mission receivc4 a report from UNDP indicating that $1.192 miUion was
 
spent on the QIP .in 2007~ purportedly for costs incurred in 2006. The UN resisted providing
 
support documents and then resisted his visiting their office to interview people and look at
 
origjnal files. Eventually, the Mission received six binde~ and he was allowed to go to the UN
 
offices. At the time oftbis interview, he was still undertaking his review. (Attachment·6)
 

' ) 
On 8120101, LTC was interviewed. He served in Afghanistan with the ACE and 
oversaw the QIP from 12105 to 11106. He learned from ( UNOPS Project Manager, 
that UNOPS was using USAID QIP funds for non-QIP projects, including build.ins a new office 
in Dubai. There. were many problems with the QIP until ( Itook over, including missing 
paperwork, lack ofrequested information and a train ofunresponsive project managers. Helseth 
fired ( saying she was too close to AID. He thinks she was fired because she coIifronted 
him about misusing money and told him he had to return the $1.5 million spent on another 
projecl The Qalat airstrip was initially to cost around $332,000. UNOPS said the data on the 
BOQ was wrong and the price went up to around $600,000. He disagreed with that The airstrip 
would have cost millions if they built It where they initially planned to. He had them move it to () 
flat ground. has monthly spreadsheets on this. They demonstrate that the UN ( 
was short on funds. Bailey Bridge was another problem site. UNOPS spent $2 million in parts 
and when he left no one knew where those parts were. Material was procured for three bridges 
but only one was built. (Attachment 7) 

On 8/22107 agents from the RIG Manila office conducted a site visit in Qalat, Zabul Province. 
The following was noted: 
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The QaJat Airstrip was originally budgeted at $300,000. According to the ACE, the UN resisted 
repeated requests regarding site selection. The airstrip was supposed to be gravel and 
sufficiently drained to allow for a variety of uses, including by the US Military. Lrc!. ( 

gave UNOPS a runway design used by another contractor on May 14, 2006 because UNOPS was 
not providing one. After spending approximately $749,000 on the airstrip, it was completed -
Wlpaved, and little more than a dirt strip; the USAID design had been ignored. The US military 
once landed a C-130 transport but, according to the ACE, determined that high spots prevented 
continued usage. Consequently, C-130s have subsequently landed at the Kandahar airpoJ'4 
equipment then transported overland to Qalat 

According to the ACE, one side ofthe airstrip is 
approximately one foot higher than the other. A clay 
binding sealant was used as a stabilizer and the soiJ 
was not compacted. When it rains, the runway is 
Wlusable as it becomes saturated and rutty. It will 
always have settlement issues. There is a dirt berm on 
both sides of the strip which UNDP calls "drainage." 
Side ditches were supposed to have been made with 
outlets. As there is no side drainage, erosion rills or 
ruts will continue to expand until they reach the 
nmway itself, destroying it completely. 

Figure
Photographs of Qalat Airstrip
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The Tamak Bridge cost approximately $250,000 and, while operable, is only open due to an 
outside infusion ofwork after the United Nations "completed" its construction. According to 
ACE - and UNOPS - engineers, the bridge is poorly sited and was designed too small for the site 
where it was built These factors led to significant damage in 2006 (when these photos were 
taken; the bridge has subsequently been partially repaired by another contractor). UNOPS 
claims that the damage was pursuant to extreme flooding, however (as other photos and analysis 
by the ACE demonstrate) the water level may not have risen as high as UNOPS claimed. 

According to the December 31, 2006 USAID/UNOPS Sub 
Project Monitoring Report emailed to the USAlDlKabul 
Mission by UNOPS, the Tamale River Bridge was "1000.10 
completed" by 12131/05. 

By the time of the case agent's site visit, it was clear that significant work stiJl needed to be done 
to make this bridge safe. 

. ~ 

Text Box
Photographs of Tarnak Bridge

Text Box
Photographs of Tarnak River Bridge
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The Da Afghan Bank. was built at a cost to the US taxpayer of approximately $375,000. While it 
is currently in use, the wiring for a generator was never hooked up as UNDP did not complete 
electricity or pJwnbing. At the time of the RIG visit, electric cords from other energy soun:es 
were run to the bank for power. An extension cord from a small mobile generator powers 
computers. Windows were not sealed and leak. Poor site drainage, according to the ACE, led to 
continuous basement flooding. The vault is in the basement and stacks of local currency have 
been ruined from the water. 

When this tree is watered, 
water runs to the bank and 
goes under the wall. down the 
stairs and into the v8uIt. The 
manager built a clay dam at 
the base of the stairs in an un
successful attempt to stop this. 

~ .:.; 

When it rains, water sinks into the building through the 
foundation, down the steps, to the vault At the time of the RIG 
visit, water was seen to be rotting the walls through capillary 
action. UNOPS advised USAID in its December 3), 2006 Sub 
Project Monitoring Report that this project was "100-/0 
complete" as ofNovember )5. 2006. 

The Qalat Judicial Center was not being used at the time of the RIG visit Billed to the QIP 
project, and thus to the US taxpayer, for more than $344.000. it was replete with code violations 
and poor construction. The sidewalk was improperly installed; gravel or dirt with a smear of 
cement over the top provides the most superficial appearance of a sidewalk - until weather or 
slight prodding crumbles it. The walls. which should have received three coats ofpaint, received 
only one and were readily stripped ofpaint altogether at the touch. UNOPS reported in its 
cmailed report that the building was 100% complete: "Final finishes in progress" by 11n/06. 
WaJJs at the judicial center are cracked through. doors and fittings are faUing apart. Poor site 

;
[

1
1 
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drainage allows water to run toward the building. Part of the building is settling as there is no 
proper foundation. This is resulting in structural cracks. 

UNDP was told on several 
occasions that it needed to 
bolster the structure where water 
tanks would be located as they 
can weigh up to 3 tons. The 
tanks were nevertheless placed 
on the roof off-line from beams 
or colwnns. Structure sections 
were thus vulnerable to collapse. 

So little thought went into the design and construction of this 
building that a row of windows was built 6 inches from a wall. 
As seen here, the windows past the ledge face a wall and . 
cannot be opened. 

James Ahn served as USAlDIAfghanistan Controller from 8/06-8/07. lie was interviewed on 
9/28/07. In the spring of 2007, he attended a meeting with the USAID CTO and UNDP at which 
the funding situation, specitically that there was still money in the LOC, was discussed. Soon 
aller that, the UNDP withdrew most of the remaining money. His office tried to follow up with 
UNDP staff to ascertain the exact amount of the draws and what they wen: for, but no answers 
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were provided by the time he left Afghanistan. The Mission had a lot of trouble with UNDP and 
UNOPS, primarily with over-disbursements. He does not know what value UNDP provided to 
the QIP. It may have been involved because UNOPS could not open its own bank account. 
(Attachment 8) 

was interviewed on 10/1107. He is with the USAID Office ofGeneral COWlsel 
and took two trips to Afghanistan in 1/06 and 5-6/07. During his second trip he attended a 
meeting with contracting staff who were concerned about money drawn by UNDP on its QIP 
cooperative agreement after the award had ended. There was also a meeting at the Mission with 
three UNDP representatives [including Haddad]. They said that the money drawn was solely for 
activities that had occurred prior to 12131106, the last day of the award and that the reason the 
money was drawn late was because they did not have their billing in order. He wanted to freeze 
the remaining money in the letter ofcredit. He spoke with the control1er and deputy director 
about this. They did not like that option. So far as he was concerned, UNOPS did not 
demonstrate trustworthiness. (Attachment 9) 

refused to be interviewed fot months. After she refused email and telephonic 
contact in 8/07. the case agent went to her residence and left voice mail messages while in the 
Washington, DC arealn 9/07. remained Wlresponsive. In 10/07, additional attempts were 
made to interview her. (Attachment 10) 

On 10/3/07 the case agent provided the SDNY Civil Division with a case summary. The Civil 
Division forwarded a copy to the Criminal Division. Thus began several months ofenudls, 
discussions and meetings about this matter that ultimately culminated in a declination from the 
SDNY on 4n/08. (Attachments 11, 12) 

On 10/26/07, the case agent conducted a review ofPSC 272s1Federal Cash Transaction Reports 
submitted to HHS by UNDP to account for UNDP's QIP disbursements. According to the 
reports, $2 million was disbursed in the second quarter of calendar year 2004. Thereafter, a total 
ofSI8 million was disbursed in the last quarter of200S, $23.116,520 in the first quarter of 2007 
and $24,406,242 in the second quarter of2007. The final 272 received was for the final quarter 
of 2007 and indicates that the UNDP fully disbursed this award. However, a system inquiry by 
IIllS revealed that $946,231 remains in the LOC - even though the UNDP indicated that it 
incurred all expenses on the 272. 

All but the fll'St 212 include the following certification: I certify to the best ofmy know/edge and 
beliefthat this report is true in all respects and thai all di.vhursements have been madefor the 
purpose and conditions ofthe grant or agreement. The certifications were electronically 
submitted by UNDP staff with titles such as Comptroller, Manager, and Treasurer. The total 
amount obligated for this award, according to the 272s, was $25,652,473. (Attachment 13) 

I 
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was interviewed on 11/5/07. He is CTO for the UNOPS Secondary Roads 
grant, a $365 million road rehabilitation and construction project. He advised that UNOPS 
receives funding directly through a letter ofcredit. It always had its own bank account. . 
According to ( UNOPS purposefully understated its cost estimate to USAID and then 
signed more contracts than it had budgeted for, assuming, correctly. that USAID would approve 
the extension rather than take the political heat for closing down a contract that was already 
underway. The grant was initially for S18 million but UNOPS signed S23 million in contracts. 
UNOPS later got another S300 million added to its grant UNOPS signed the su.bcontraets but 
another company, Louis Berger, did the daily oversight and monitoring. UNOPS then received 
5.8% overhead - a lot ofmoney for a little work. 

UNOPS has admitted to him that it-bas terrible systems. Funds are co~ingled and UNOPS 
staffcarmot clearly state how much it overspent. He has not received a financial report on the 
Southern Strategy (due monthly) since 6/07. In 2/07. UNOPS' Country Director, Mark Oviatt, 
reported that UNOPS had about $5.9 million in "recoverables." This referred to Secondary 
Roads'money that UNOPS had lent to other projects - without USAID's knowledge or 
permis!loion. UNOPS advised that this was owed back to the project. A letter dated 511107 from 
Wayne CurrY, UNOPS Program Manager, later advised that $2,209,000 had been recovered. 
however no additional details were provided. (Attachment 14) 

Mark Oviatt, UNOPS Country Director, was interviewed on 11111107. He has heard about 
several problems with the QIP projects but added that there were some explanations. He said 
that initially even he did not realize that UNDP and not UNOPS had the QIP contract. The two 
UN agencies never signed a mutual contract and there was no guarantee that UNDP would pay 
UNOPS for its expenses. The project was overrun by $2 million and UNOPS had to make up the 
shortfall. He said that UNOPS was "hung out to dry" by UNDP. He said he had "no idea" what 
value UNDP added to this project; going through UNDP made things more inefficient. He could 
not explain what donors got for the fees charged by UNDP. Until this meeting. Oviatt did not 
know that UNDP withdrew LOC funds in 2007. He also said that he did not remember signing 
the 7/1/07 letter to the Mission supporting 2007 expenditures. He said he was "flabbergasted" 
that the letter's attachment recorded over $1 million in transfers to other projects. lIe advised 
that an audit was being conducted and findings regarding money transfers would be provided 
when completed. Oviatt was provided with 8 list of related documents requested by the RIG for 
review. No documents were received by the RIG. (Attachment 15) 

Tushar Dighe is the Advisor to the UNOPS Country Director. He was interviewed on 11112107 
and explained that when working with UNOPS. UNDP provides two functions: it looks at 
programmatic issues to determine ifa proposed project fits in the UN strategy for that country 
and it manages·funds. He did not know that UNDP withdrew funds in 2007 but he drafted the 
7/1/07 Jetter signed by Oviatt regarding 2007 expenditures. Accounts to which QIP fi.mds were 
transferred include Secondary Roads. UNOPS Admin Budget, and PRT New Zealand. These 
transfers served to repay money that UNOPS had to pull from other projects because UNDP was 

I 
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slow in funding the QIP. USAID was never advised of these transfers. UNOPS received around 
$2 million ftom UNDP in 2007. He does not know why additional funds would have been 
withdrawn from the LOC in 2007. (Attachment 16) 

The 511107 letter referenced by ( from Wayne Curry, UNOPS Program Manager 
for USAID Secondary and District Roads, to USAID (Mark Oviatt among those copied) also 
updated constructjon progress. Cuny wrote tha4 "As previously reported, UNOPS has made 
substantial progress implementing the USAID Secondary and District Roads Program. Giv¢n 
the successful program implementation to date, UNOPS is very reluctant to consider cancelling 
or de-seoping any oosoihg road construction. . .At this time, UNOPS forecasts completion ofall 
94 Ion ofSegment 1 by end ofDecember 2007." (Attachment 17) 

On 9/15/07, the Mission·sent Cwry a Jetter asking UNOPS to examine the following in a 
pending. audit: cost ov~ procedures for inventory control. internal financial controls, 
accuracy ofbillings and voucher examination and payment to uNOPS subcontractors. 
(Attachment 18) 

On 11/14/01, Mark Oviatt sent a letter to USAID advising that UNOPS was immediately 
suspending construCtion on Segment A ofthe Southern Task Force Road Project (part of 
Secondary RoadS) due to insufficient funding. (Attachment 19) 

_·Completed his revieyvofthe UNDPIUNOPS 2001 expenditures and· filed a report 
to the Contracting otfu::er on 11/21/01. "Substantial amounts" of these expenditures were not 
allowable and/or not adequately supported. According to an accomp8fiying spread sh~, 

$1,569,158.15 of the $1,125,611 in 2007 expenditures was questioned. (Attachment 20) 

On 11/23/07, - was interviewed. He worked for UNOPS from 6/05 until 12106 
and managed the Secondary Roads project for most of that time. He called the project a "mess." 
Construction was six months behind schedule and finances were "out of control." No one knew 
what the costs were. the grant started at $35 million and was increased to about $200 million 
before he joined. When he started, the project was overcommitted by about $80 million. He 
resigned because the UNOPS Cmmtry Director, Mark Oviatt, was "corrupt and a total buffoon:' 
Oviatt selected his own guesthouse and used USAlD grant money to renovate it. He paid fQr an 
armored vehicle ~ bodyguards the same way. Oviatt forced him to hire someone Oviatt knew 
from Iraq, was not qualified and the best he could do was offer him a 
$70,000 salary. Oviatt instructed him to hire! at $140,000. ( 

According to ) l00ut $10 million of USAID grant money went to projects in other 
countries, to incJude Sudan, Haiti, Sri Lanka and Dubai. This was done by Gary Helseth, 
Country Director before Oviatt. Helseth personally told him about these money transfers. 
Helseth wanted to set up a regional office in Dubai and he sent money there. UNOPS saw 
Secondary Roads as its cash cow. (Attachment 21) 

I 
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was interviewed on I 1126/07. She served as Senior Program Support Officer 
for the Secondary Roads project from 4/06 and was departing soon. She said she W8$ 

"completely disgusted with UNOPS." UNOPS made it a habit ofconducting questionable 
financial practices and spent money freely whether it had the money in hand or not Gary 
Helseth started the practice ofmoving money to and from other projects. She is aware ofabout 
$6 million that went from Secondary Roads to other projects in and out ofAfghanistan, including 
Dubai. (Attachment 22) 

After multiple attempts to contact her, UNDP Afghanistan Assistant Country Director Sophia
 
Baranes emailed the case agent OD 1214/07 advisiitg that she was on leave, had no files and was
 
not ablew speak. with the agent. She suggested the ag~nt contact others at the UNDP, including
 
Country Director CarlosHaddad, whom she copied on the eQ1ail. On 12/12, the aget)t emailed
 
the other persOn suggested, Eugena Song, UNDP Donor Relations Officer. Song never
 
responded. (Attachment 23)
 

On 1216/07 the case agent reviewed a copy of the Report ofthe UNDP Office ofAudit and 
Performance Review (OAPR) on internal audit se",ices /0 U}fOPS in 2006. The overall tating 
of the Mghanlstan Programme Implementation Facility was '"partially satisfactory" except in the 
area ofmanaging project budgets and expenditures, which was considered "defident.,1 A key 
issue was the incuiring ofexpenditures in the absence or in excess of IiIPProved budgets. OAPR 
provided advice on the WlI'eConci1ed difference in the jnter-office vouchers between UNOPS and 
UNDP records. OAPR identified this balance as $7.1 million, stating that it had decreased from 
the initial amount of$69.6 million at the start of2006. (Attachment 24) 

tnl( 1) u~ J 8 former UNOPS project manager for the QIP, was interviewed on 12/11107. He 
said the UNDP was a money holder for the QIP and opined that UNOPS would have been better 
offifit did everything itself. When he arrived, he identified a $2.5 or $3 million financial 
shortfall. lbis was the result of several factors, including expenses such as security personnel 
not being properly accounted for and confusion between expenditures and commitments as 
reported to AID. He reported this to AID. UNOPS contributed $1 million and AID covered the 
rest. From his perspective, USAID got what it asked for on the project,. including all relevant 
and requested paperwork. (Attachll)ent 25) 

Fonner USAIDIMghanistan Deputy Mission Director was interviewed on 
12112/07. He opined that UNOPS overspent, committed money not allocated, left projects 
uncompleted and was unresponsive to complaints on projects they did complete. 'That said, 
USAID had no basis to question UNDP's 2007 draw downs, in spite of its questionable 
appearance and seeming lack ofsupport. JIe believed that this project never should have been 
financed through an LOe. (Attachment 26) 

I 
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In 9/07, the case agent established contact with Francois Dubois, UNOP OAPR. Dubois agreed 
to assist the 010 investigation arty way he could. On 12/17/07 the agent made an official request 
to Dubois, asking for specific documents. In spite ofseveral reminders from the case agent and 
occasional responses from Dubois, no information was received. (Attachment 27) 

On 3n/08, an email was sent to Carlos Haddad, requesting an interview. No response was 
received. On 3/16/08, the case agent called Haddad from Kabul and requested an in-person 
interview. Haddad refused, claiming that he had limited personal knowledge ofthe QIP. He 
asked instead that the agent email him a list ofspecific questions. 'The agent did this on the same 
day and followed up with the list ofrequested documents on 3/24. As of the date ofthis memo, 
none ofthe questions have been answered and no documents received. (Attachment 28) 

After being served a federal grand jury for testimony by the SONY, ( agreed to be 
interviewed by the case agent on 3/25/08. She advised that she worked for UNOPS from 10/05· 
6/06, and served for some ofthat time as project manager ofthe QIP. She flew to Qalat two or 
three times and reported to her boss, Gary Helseth, that the airstrip and other projects were not 
progressing. The corrective plan was to re-bid the project however CODStruction had not begun 
by the time ofher departure. No one from UNOPS had been to Qalat to report on progress, yet 
reports were being completed and sent to AID as ifvisits were undertaken. When she reported 
on the "shocking" state ofthe Qalat airstrip, Hel.seth removed her predecessor and put her in 
charge. Possibly believing that she was not loyal to UNOPS, Helseth ft.red her; she never even 
received her final paycheck. 

also provided information about under the table payments made by her predecessor to the 
dean ofa local school in which UNOPS was doing work. She stopped these payments. She was 
told that the payments were small and were not funded by AID. She thinks that Helseth 
approvcd the payments. (Attachment 29) 

Defendants/Suspects: 

United Nations Development Program 
United Nations Office for Project Services 

Un.developed Leads: 

None 

Disposition of Evidence, Contraband or Personal Property: 

None 
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Judicialund Administrative Actions: 

SDNY Grand jury subpoena served on witness by SONY. Atler service and interyiew, subpoena 
cancelled by AtJSA. No copy provided to 010. 

Attachments: 
1. Mal: Anonymous, 8/1/07 
2. Mal; ,812107 
3. MOl: ( -, 8/16/07 
4. MOI::l 8/16/07 
5. ( Vfemorandl.lm For Record, 6/12/07 
6. MOl: , 8/16/07 
7. MOl: ( 8/20/07 
8. MOl: Ahn, 9/28/07 
9. MOl: j 10/1107 
10. Memo: Attempts to contaet( 10/3/07 
11. Referral memo to SDNY 
12. Memo: SONY declination, 5/13/08 
13. RR: 272s, 10/26/07 • 
14. MOl: 11/5/07 
15. MOl: Oviatt, 11111/07 
16. MOl: Dighe, 11/12107 
17. UNOPS letter to USAID Agreement Officer, 511107 
18. USAID leuer to UNOPS, 9/15/07 
19. UNOPS (Mark Oviatt) letter 10 USAID, 11114107 
20. USAIDIAfghanistan memorandum: Z007 Expenditure Review of UNDP/OPS PRT, 1liZ 1/07 
2I.MOI:,: 11/23/07 
22. MOl: ( 126/07 
23. Memo: Attempts to contact UNDI' Personnel, 6/20108 
24. RR: Report of the UNDP OAPR on Intl'mal Audit Services tu UNOPS in 2006, 12/6/07 
25. MOl: 12/11/07 
16. MOl: 12/12107 
27. Emuil with <Jtlachment from RIGII to Francis Dubuis, 12/17/07 
28. Fmuil with aHu(;hmcnt from RI(i/l tu Carlos llaJuau, 3/08 
29. MOl: .3/25/OX 

I 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview: August 1, 2007 
Person Interviewed: 
Place of Interview: Telephonic - USAIDIAfghanistan 

Anonymous 

On the above referenced date, an anonymous caller contacted the case agent telephonically. The 
caller requested strict confidentiality and identified himfherself as a USAID employee in Kabul. 
The caller stated the following, in substance: 

The Quick hnpact Program is a $26 million cooperative agreement to do construction 
projects in different parts ofAfghanistan. Two contractors, 10M and UNDP, are executing 
the award. UNDP subcontracted its award to UNOPS. UNOPS has done a terrible job both 
in the execution of the award and in responding to USAID's questions about its work. 

The award ended on 12/31/06. The letter ofcredit (LOC) should have been closed at that 
time. A letter was sent from the Mission to UNDP in 12/06 advising that only nominal costs 
were allowed to be billed after 12/31/06. In 5/07, UNDP advised that it had incurred 
expenses of$1.7 million in 2007. There was a discussion among USAID stakeholders, such 
as the controller, CTO, contracting officer and others. The discussion became heated as 
some wanted the LOC to be closed and others did not. In the end, the LOC remained open. 
Two days later, as if they knew it might soon be closed, the UNDP drew down $5.1 million. 

Regional Contracting Officer, was told of this soon thereafter and was very 
upset. He ordered that the LOC be closed immediately. This was Jim Abo's (Controller) 
responsibility. Abo did not close it and within a couple days, UNDP withdrew the rest of 
the money in the LOC, about SI.9 million. 

UNDP has been reluctant to provide any information on the use of the money drawn, saying 
the UNOPS did the work. UNOPS has been saying that their contract is with UNDP, not 
USAID and refuses to explain what it did with the money. 

Meanwhile, the projects themselves are a disaster. Many were left unfinished and some, 
including bridges, left in states of disrepair that are very dangerous. l !S an Anny 
Corps of Engineers engineer and has filed reports on this. He has been rebUked, as have 
others who have tried to close the LOC or hold UNDP/OPS accountable. This is a very 
political project and no one at high levels wants to hear about problems. 

REPORT MADE BY: Name: 

Signature: 

This document is the property of the Office of Inspector General j caM! B@ R!PMSuc£ or cSpied without written pelDlission, Disclosure to 
Un.luthonzed persons is prohibited. Public availability is detcrmin l1Odc:rTitJe 5 U.S.C.§552. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview: August 2, 2007 
Person Interviewed: LTC. 
Place of Interview: Telephonic - USAID/Afghanistan 

On the above referenced date, Lieutenant Colonel was contacted by the case agent. 
After being apprised of the identity of the case agent and the nature of the call ( ~tated the 
following, in substance: 

He is with the Anny Corps ofEngineers and has worked on this project since on or about 
late 2006 when he took over from LTC ) The Quick Impact Project (QIP) has 
been beset with problems from the beginnIng. '. , _ can speak to that and so can he. He 
has filed numerous inspection and trip reports on the construction projects which have 
indicated serious structural problems. 

A number ofUNDP's projects still have defects and warranty issues which they refuse to 
address. There are also a number of project costs which include work not performed and 
equipment and materials not installed. There are a number of design errors. UNDP/OPS 
has refused to complete necessary repairs and has walked off some projects, necessitating 
another contractor to be engaged to complete repairs and save certain structures. UNOPS 
has a variety of excuses for the failures of its projects, including "flash flooding" which 
damaged one project. This falls between absolute incompetence and a lie; the project was 
improperly constructed. 

He would very much like to meet with the case agent to show him his files and bring him to 
some of the construction projects personally. He can also provide the agent with a list of 
other people who should be contacted on this matter and will forward some of his reports for 
the agent to review before he arrives. 0 

REPORT ..1ADE BY:	 "arne: 

Sigll8lure: 
• I 

I 
T111s document IS the property of the Office of L,spector (~_..~."' .",u LdllnOl DC reproduced or cnpiec Without wnrten penTllssion. Disclosure to 
unauthorized persons is prohibited. Public availahl!iry is determmed under Tnle 5 US C.§552. 
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U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number:
 
Date of Interview: August 16, 2007
 
Person Interviewed: and
 
Place of Interview: USA 10/Afghanistan
 

-----------, --- ----- ----_._--

On the above referenced date, were interviewed at their desks
 
located at the Cafe Compound Trailers, USAID/Kabul. The case agent officially identified
 
himself, however he had already been in touch with both men telephonically and via email.
 

have worked closely on this project and were thus interviewed together. 
They stated the following in substance: 

Professional Engineer, Professional Geologist, is a civilian in the ArmyC'orps of 
Engineers and arrived in Kabul in 1/06. He worked with Lieutenant Colonel 
until l returned to Texas around 10/06. (b)UM a Civil Engineer, is a reservist in the 
Army Corps of Engineers and arrived in Kabul 12/06. They report to . : 
the Director of the Office of Infrastructure, Engineering and Energy (alEE). The projects 
they inspect are under the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) Quick Impact Program 
(QIP). was not involved with the PRT until they started to work for him. He 
has been receptive to their findings and concerns but he has been unable to successfully 
address them. 

Their role is to review all designs and change orders and to inspect projects and tinal dose 
OUt. When . arrivcd, the QIP was ending [QIP ended 12/31106]. His job was primarily 

to assist in close outs. 

UNOPS, which suhcontracted under UNDP, had been exceptionally difficult to work with 
and inspect. Under their QIP cooperative (sub) agreement, UNOPS was to construct over 
100 projects ranging from schools to hridges and roads. UNOPS subcontracted 1O()~o of the 
work to local contractors. They were almost never consulted. did not receivc I:hange orders 
and f(lund signi ficant .prohlcms at every projed they visited, \\ hich totaled around 65 or 70. 

In the \:ity ofQalat alone. there are significant problems wilh numerous projects. The 
Tarnak Bridge. if s<I\'ahlc. would fL'I.juire annut S200,1I()/J to fix. It is now in total disrepair 
and is unusahle, Thl.' \\llInen"s Center wlluld need ~20"()(){) to fix: the Da Afghan Bank 
wlluld require ahout ~15"1I110 and two distrkt \:cnh:rs wIluJd eadl require some S4()./)f)IJ 
though one of thl'l1l may just need to he snapped altogether. The problems ranged from 

.. -~-
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poor installation of windows so that water enters structures to application ofextremely poor 
engineering practices which render a structure unsafe and unusable. At this point, other 
contractors such as OAI are being contracted to repair what can be salvaged. 

Memorandum of Interview-
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After a project was completed, a warranty period would ensue. UNOP contracted with 
USAID for a warranty period of six months unless otherwise specified. UNOPS, however, 
then signed contracts with locals for only three months of warranty coverage. Some 
systems, such as bridges and generators, should have been warrantied for a year, which is 
standard US and European engineering practice. That bit is not in the contract and is 
USAID's fault for not checking. During the warranty period, if any problems were reported 
to UNOPS by USAID, UNOPS was responsible for fixing it. In virtually every case, 
UNOPS received a report of problems before the UNDP-USAID six month warranty period 
expired. In virtually every case, the necessary repairs were not undertaken. Further, 10% of 
each project's financing was supposed to be withheld until the warranty period ended/all 
repairs were completed. UNOPS, they now know from data received, paid itself and its 
contractors the full 100% before the warranty period expired. 

A bill ofquantities (BOQ) is a list of materials and supplies to be used on a project. As the 
cognizant engineers, they were supposed to receive a copy of the BOQ for each project. 
This would tell them how many sinks, for example, were to be installed in a building and 
how much each would cost. Projects were undertaken between UNOPS and the local 
contractors on a cost plus fee basis. Without the BOQ, there was no way to know exactly 
what costs were incurred. 

( 

, was the UNOPS project manager when t arrived. He was let go in 
3/06. disliked him intensely and may have been involved in his termination. 

Around 4/06, took over as project manager. She is a US Army Captain and is a 
very "solid" individual. She wanted to get things done and tried to tum things around. She 
fired bad staff and put more people in the field. She started to get heat from her office 

h'~	 around 5/06. ) told t ) in 5/06 that OPS took $1.5 million from the QIP for an ( 

office start up in Dubai. USAID Contracting Officer confirmed that 
UNOPS took project money to be used as seed money for other projects. ', ; also knows 
of UNOPS paying bribes to the dean ofa school approximating $800 - 1,000 per month. 
Gary Helseth, UNOPS Country Director, started to threaten (~ll1.'lQ): and would not allow her 
to leave Afghanistan. a UNOPS Program Manager, soon pushed i aside 
and the project began to go downhill. She eventually resigned and is still owed about 
$30,000 on her contract. 

(UK) represented UNOPS from 6/06 until about 12/06 as QIP Project 
manager. He was a "good guy" but simply could not get everything done. had onl:C 

'I mentioned to that when he arri\'cd to Kabul, liNOPS had $3.X million 
unal:wuntcd for. They had terrihle systems. 

I 
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( provided the interviewing agent with a copy of the 25-Sep-06 and 31-Dec-06 
USAIDIUNOPS Sub Project Monitoring Reports. 

These reports constitute the only type ofprogress report received from UNDP or UNOPS on 
the more than 100 projects under the QIP. Much of the infonnation in the reports is 
inaccurate, which they know, in part, from site visits. Most of the columns are self
explanatory. The USAID Est. Cost. comes from the USAID Field Program Officer. The 
BOQ should reflect the total cost ofa project, including material, labor, equipment and fee. 
As UNDP subcontracted to UNOPS, UNOPS should have served as USAID's agent. It 
created a BOQ and should have then negotiated with the local contractor who submits an 
initial BOQ. Alternatively, UNOPS should have aimed to get the lowest competent bid 
possible. It is rumored that UNOPS gave the local contractors completed BOQs, eliminating 
the opportunity for price negotiation. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview: August 16, 2007 
Person Interviewed: ~ 

Place of Interview: USAID/Afghanistan 

she stated the following in substance: 

She is the Cognizant Technical Officer (CTO) for the Quick Impact Program (QIP). She is a 
personal services contractor (PSC). This is her first direct contract with USAID; she arrived 
in Kabul on 12/6/06. Previously she worked for implementers, including UNDP in Kosovo. 
Her contract ends on 11/26/07 and she plans to leave. 

In her opinion, the project was ill conceived from the beginning. This was a political idea
to do quick impact projects that would look good. It was designed to provide technical 
assistance, dig some wells and provide·things like school books and desks. Projects were 
not meant to go above $250,000. The Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRT) are one of 
the few USAID/Afghanistan programs with staff, called Program Officers (PO), in the field. 
There are now 19 pas in Afghanistan. Assigned under the PRT, the QIP grew and soon 
became too big. Under it, they were building schools, bridges and courthouses. Pressure 
came from many places to expand the scope of the QIP: Washington, the embassy, the 
Military, and the Mission Director. Meanwhile, the implementers never said No and just 
took on more and more. 

was CTO as well as PRT Office Director when she arrived. 'left 
around 12/15. From that time, she w~ in charge of the office. (I h,<>~) a bad 
relatlr:'n<;l.hln with the then-Mission Director, -', and his chief of statt, 

. () had a Ph.D. in conflict mitigation but lacked field experience tor the PRT 
anu ~uuJ<1 not manage her 20 people, two tough agreements with UNDP and all the fights 
with management. She quit. 

The UNDP's QIP started at around $18 million and grew into the twenties. UNDP 
umlt:Ttuok very few draw downs on its letter of credit (LaC) - maybe five over three years, 
a "ridiculous" number. They would pile up a huge number of expenses and then do a big 
draw down. There are no vouchers required for this cooperative agreement and they have 

On the above referenced date, was interviewed at the Cafe Compound, on the 
USAIDlKabul complex. After being apprised of the official identity of the interviewing agent, 

REPORT MADE BY: Name: 
Signature: 

T1us document is the property of the Office of Inspector General antI cannoTbe reproduced or ~"Pled wlthuut wlltten perrmssion. Disclosure to 
unauthorized pCP.ions is prohibited. Public availability is determined under Title 5 U.S.C §552 
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not provided as many certifications of proper use of funds (on a Fonn 272) as required [they 
are to be submitted quarterly]. One of the problems with this has been the difficulty in 
tracking expenditures. Fonns 269 and 272 should have gone to Washington. 
submitted. Some went to Kabul. 

In a meeting with UNOPS on 12/26/06, UNOPS representatives mentioned that they might 
want an extension to the project. She told them that if they wanted this they needed to make 
an official request. On 12/30 she went to the USAID Contracting Officer 
(CO) at that time. as against an extension. Deputy Mission Director 

Few were 

( was also against it. On 12/31/06, the day the agreement was to expire, she 
received a fonnal extension request from UNDP at 5:01 PM. The request was rejected. 
From that moment, UNOPS took the attitude that the project was over and they were done. 
No one at USAID could get a UNOPS representative on the telephone. Emails were not 
responded and they refused to meet. As they refused to provide requisite close out 
documents, she got :r ' involved. He was supportive and signed a letter she drafted to 
UNDP. 

In 1/07, she wrote a note to file on outstanding UNOPS issues. She was then called into 
( ) office with(~ and (I, the new CO. -(~ b gave the "girls" a "good 
ole boy" discussion about UNOPS doing good work in the south and said they should leave 
it alone. (t ,eemed to be on ~ side. They didn't know what to do. ~eft 
soon thereafter and she J ' developed a working relationship with < She 
mainly worked with - c) the contract negotiator, who is very competent. 

( )
 
On or about 2/19/07 she attended a meeting with UNOPS.
 
.( ) _and h 'represented USAID. Eugena Song and some
 
others represented UNOPS. The meeting was almost laughable. Song did not know what a
 
272 was. This is one ofthe most basic USAID contracting documents. ;Nas
 
shocked. Song said she would have to check with her legal office to see if she was allowed
 
to submit such a document.
 

UNDP refused to provide Bill of Quantities (BOQ) information, which is necessary to track
 
project expenses. She asked; they would not comply. There was an understanding that cost
 
changes needed to be tracked. Partners would bring her a document which included the
 
anticipated cost, the actual cost and an explanation. UNDP didn't do this. She never saw
 
such documents from them.
 

Around MaY, * jearned that there was still around $7 million in the UNDP letter of 
credit (LOC). She fully supported ?~)positi.on to close the LOC and possibly use the 
money to fix the projects. They needed a final financial statement from UNDP saying that 
no more costs had been incurred before the Mission front office would agree to close the 
LOC. The UNDP ignored both her and (I She and (, tried to get r~) or 

to send a letter. They never got a decisive response from them. They said, "yeah, 

-
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good idea," but never acted. did eventually send a letter asking for it. The 
statement never arrived from UNDP 

In 5/07, UNDP drew down about $5.1 million from the still-open letter of credit. This 
caused a big stir in some quarters as the project ended 12/31 and only nominal costs were to 
have been incurred in 2007. Soon thereafter a meeting was held with her'<h ) Jim Ahn 
(Controller), (Acting PRT Director), and 
others. It was a long discussion. Ahn's and Rahmann's position waS that the UNDP is a 
Public International Organization and further, USAID had limited oversight and limited 
rights under a cooperative aweement. Ahn said PIOs tended to get their bills in late, 
sometimes years late. (I said there was still about $2 million in the LOC and asked if 
they could close it. and Ahn instructed that it be left open, in case more bills came 
in. A day or two later the UNDP withdrew the rest of the money. 

At the end of 5/07, she did manage to have a higher level meeting with UNDP. Carlos 
Haddad and Sophie Baranes, two deputies, were very apologetic. They provided a final 
narrative report and they all had a good discussion. A representative from the USAID/Kabul 
Office of Financial Management later went to UNOPS to inspect their documents in support 
of these draw downs. Things were still tough, but better. 

Upon receipt, ) Army Corps of Engineers, tore the UNOPS final narrative apart. 
He founrl fault in seemingly every project reported. She was on leave when he reviewed it. 

, her boss, was new to this whole project and panicked when he saw 
comments. A response to the UNOPS submission never went out. A response is a required 
part of close out. This is all administrative but remains an open issue. Meanwhile, UNDP's 
position is that it did not receive written comments on its project deficiencies. Before(b 
and I) arrived, this may have been done verbally. . 

There are many issues here. The USAID engineers - and others - say that the works are so 
poor, many cannot be used. The COS,(i and . have a problem with the fact that 
the agreement was with UNDP, however UNOPS did all the work. Even that is not true, as 
the work was in fact subcontracted out to local companies. There is no clause in the file 
allowing subcontracting, though the agency knew it and no one acted. No quality control 
mechanism was followed. 

Of all the problematic projects, the Tarnak Bridge in Qalat is the worst. It is a "disaster". 
But the project was approved by the AID engineers. Once problems arose, AID cried foul. 
UNOPS said they would fix it for a price but it was handed over. USAID and the locals 
accepted it. 
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12 June 2007 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: United Nation's Office for Project Services (UNOPS) for the Quick Impact 
Program (QIP); project ill: UNDP QIP/PRT 306-A-00-03-00509-00 

1. The following comments are provided in response to the final project report submitted by
 
the United Nation's Office for Project Services (UNOPS) for the Quick Impact Program
 
(QIP); project 10: UNDP QIP/PRT 306-A-OO-03-00509-00.
 

a. Reference page 4. "Executive Summary". first sentence; and page 15. sub-paragraph 
"Limited coordination ofpartnerships between lead agencies". The cooperative agreement 
for the QIP program was between USAID and UNDP. The fact UNDp decided to utilize 
UNOPS as THEIR implementing partner to execute the engineering, design, and 
construction portion of their QIP responsibilities, for better or for worst, was a decision made 
byUNDp, 

b. Reference Performance Review: 

1) Page 7. sub-paragraph ii. Impact on direct and indirect beneficiaries. Not all of the 
projects listed in this final report were completed and a number ofprojects still have defects 
and warranty issues UNDP has refused to address. In addition, there are a number of project 
costs which include work that was not performed and equipment and materials that were not 
installed. 

2) Page 8. sub-paragraph iv. Sustainability. Given USAID contributed 100% of the 
QIP funding, USAIO now owns the remaining Swedish Bridge Parts. Where is the inventory 
for those remaining parts? As for the reference to sustainability, providing basic instruction 
on bridge maintenance to the local community for stone masonry structures is one thing and 
something they would more than likely understand. Completing repairs on a Class-60 steel
girder Swedish Bridge is another and I highly doubt the local community can complete any 
repairs outside of minor welding, painting, and riprap installation, assuming they even have 
the equipment to do so. 

c. Reference page 9. Management Effectiveness Review: 

I) Sub-paragraph i, Quality of Monitoring. If the UNOPS engineering staff completed 
inspections on a weekly basis why are they not able to provide USAIO with the locations of 
all of their projects? Why haven't all their designs been signed and certified by a qualified 
and licensed professional engineer? Why are there still so many design flaws and warranty 
issues yet to be addressed? Why were projects constructed contrary to the design 
parameters? 

U.S. Agency for International Development Tel: (202) 216-6288 
Great Massoud Road Fax: (202) 216-6288 ext. 4162 
Kabul, Afghanistan http://www.usaid.gov/locations/asla_near_east/afghanistan 



OIEEIPRT 
SUBJECT: United Nation's Office for Project Services (UNOPS) for the Quick Impact 
Program (QIP); project ill: UNDP QIP/PRT 306-A-OO-03-00509-00 

2) Page 10. sub-paragraph iv, Cost-effective use of inputs. paragraph 2. If concrete
 
reinforced bridges would have been more cost effective and prudent, then why didn't UNDP
 
specify their use? UNDP, in cooperation with their implementing partner, UNOPS, was
 
responsible for detennining, designing, and constructing the best and most cost effective
 
bridge to be installed. That is what they were funded to do.
 

d. Reference page 11. Project Results Summary: 

1) Third paragraph (incomplete sub-projects). The sub-projects identified in this report
 
as PRTBYNOI2A, PRTQLT002, PRTQLT003, PRTQLTOll, and PRTKDH005 are all
 
incomplete but not listed. In addition, there exist a number of design errors and warranty
 
issues remaining in these and other projects which UNDP has yet to address.
 

2) Page 12. Table 3: Buildings ConstructedlRehabilitated by the PRT-QIP (page 121

a) The Department of Women's Affairs Building (PRTQLT002) still has a number 
of construction defects, engineering design errors, and warranty issues that need to be 
corrected. 

b) The CourthouselProsecutor's Office (PRTQLT003) still has a number of 
construction defects, engineering design errors, and warranty issues that need to be corrected. 
In addition, some of the work paid for in this project such as sidewalks on the back of the 
facility were not installed. 

c) The De Afghan Bank (PRTQLT011) still has a number of construction defects, 
engineering design errors, and warranty issues that need to be corrected. 

d) Deficiency reports for these three structures were provided to the Contracting 
Officer, the CTO, UNDP, and UNOPS, and are available upon request. 

3) Reference page 13. Table 5: Constructed/Rehabilitated Bridges. 

a) The bridge listed under PRTBYNOl2A (Erection of Bailey Bridge at Shar-Naw, 
Waras, Bamyan) was never constructed. Due to a gross design error in the alignment of the 
abutments (sub-project PRTBYNOI2) it was physically impossible to install the bridge. 

b) The bridge listed under PRTKDH005 (Erection ofa concrete bridge at Tarnak 
River, Qalat, Zabul) was not constructed as designed and without a hydraulic analysis ever 
being completed. The resulting gross construction errors led to the failure of the approaches 
and protection walls. To date, UNDPIUNOPS has failed to complete the necessary repairs 
and has walked away from the project. Another contractor is now being engaged to complete 
the repairs needed to save the structure and place it into service. A deficiency report detailing ,. 
these issues was provided to the Contracting Officer, the CTO, UNDP, and (JNOPS, and is 
available. upon request. 
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SUBJECT: United Nation's Office for Project Services (UNOPS) for the Quick Impact
 
Program (QIP); project ill: UNDP QIP/PRT 306-A-OO-03-00509-00
 

e. Reference page IS. Project Implementation Challenges: 

1) Second paragraph. "Implementation of 'blue-print' non-context specific designs" . 

a) UNDP's program was supposed to take care of any and all A&E and construction
 
work required in the implementation of the QIP program, to including the completion of all
 
design, specification, BOQ, and certification requirements and that is exactly what UNDP
 
was funded to do. The fact UNOPS' failed to do so was an internal matter for UNDP and
 
UNOPS to sort out, not a matter for USAID to resolve. The role of the USAID engineers was
 
simply to provide oversight and technical assistance to the CTO and Contracting Officer in
 
approving projects and follow-on modifications, not to engage in performing engineering
 
services for UNDP.
 

b) UNDP & UNOPS' engineering staff relied heavily on the use of standard 
architectural drawings which had numerous, and at times, significant design defects, 
including poor foundation designs and inadequate drainage requirements. These defects were 
pointed out to UNOPS on numerous occasions by the USAID engineers, both tirrough design 
reviews and field inspections, and reported to the CTO and UNOPS in their trip/inspection 
reports. While some of the issues were addressed by UNOPS, many were not and remain as 
warranty issues to this day. 

c) Oversight of all construction activities, the completion of standard field tests, and 
the completion of modifications as needed were the responsibility ofUNDP, and again, that 
is what they were funded to do. However, many times oversight during construction 
operations was not conducted and few if any standard field tests were even performed. 
Modifications were at times negotiated between the contractor and the UNOPS field 
representative on site without approval ofUNOPS' certifying design engineer or USAID, 
most of which lead to project creep, cost overruns, or both. And again, the fact UNDP passed 
their responsibilities for these activities on to UNOPS was an internal issue between those 
two organizations, not a matter for USAID. 

2) Third paragraph. "Severe weather conditions". UNOPS' contention flash flooding 
damaged or destroyed the sub-project output ofPRTKDH005 is absurd and falls between 
absolute incompetence and a lie. The "flash-flood" purported to be the cause of that 
structure's failure never rose above the elevation of the low bank or even topped the poorly 
design protection walls. The structure's failure was simply a matter of improper construction 
and UNOPS' failure to construct the structure as designed. As for the repair works alluded to 
in the last sentence of this paragraph, again, UNDP and their implementing partner, UNOPS, 
has walked away from this project and another contractor is now being engaged to complete 
the required repairs to bring the structure into serviceable condition. 

3) Fourth paragraph. "Limited coordination of partnerships between lead agencies". 
See paragraph l.a. above. 

4) Page 16. first paragraph. "Limited sub-contractor capacity and availability". The 
fact limited capacity existed in Afghanistan to complete modem infrastructure projects 
utilizing local contractors and materials was a given from the start and should not have been a 
surprise to UNDP. Given the more than apparent situation in the country, UNDP should have 
staffed up accordingly and planned for such, either by reducing design requirements to the 



OIEE/PRT 
SUBJECT: United Nation's Office for Project Services (UNOPS) for the Quick Impact 
Program (QIP); project ill: UNDP QIP/PRT 306-A-00-03-00509-00 

basic capabilities local resources would allow for, or by gearing up their operations to allow 
them to adequately deliver the expected project outcomes they themselves were responsible 
for designing. USAID was not staffed to provide design and construction services to execute 
the UNDP's responsibilities under the QIP program, hence; the very purpose for entering into 
the cooperative agreement with UNDP. In all ofUNDP's areas of responsibility, there were 
both good quality projects and poor quality projects. Those which proved to be ofeven fairly 
good quality resulted from good work using proven methods overseen by competent 
personnel. Those which resulted in poor quality projects were for the most part a simple 
matter ofpoor designs, utilizing poor material and construction techniques executed by 
unqualified personnel whose activities were not properly supervised, if at all. All of these 
factors were internal issues UNDP should have addressed and resolved. That is what they 
were funded to do. 

2. Reference the two attached inventories, enclosures Encl-l and Encl-2. 

a. Reference item number 2 (Encl-l), Pin-panel; and item number 14 (Encl-2)' MC307 
Panel Pin - 201rnrn (CA371: 2.63 KG). These are in fact the same bridge components, the 
description provided in Encl-2 is simply the actual description taken from the Bailey Bridge 
Manual. According to Encl 1, UNDPIUNOPS break down for these items is as follows: 

Number ordered 
Number deleted from order 
Remaining total 
Number installed on bridges 
Number remaining on-hand 

1,295 
- 430 

865 
- 646 

219 

Number on-hand in Kabul 
Number on-hand in Bamyan 
Total on-hand 

+ 
219 

0 
219 

b. The date Encl-l was submitted to USAID was 27 May 2007. On June 4,2007, the 
USAID engineers conducted an inventory of Bailey bridge parts at the UNOPS yard in 
Bamyan, see Encl-2. At that time 337 panel pins were on hand, bringing into question either 
the number of bridges actually installed the need for such an excessive order, the accuracy of 
UNOPS' inventory, or all of these issues. 

LTC,EN,USA 
Senior PRT Engineer 

Encls-2 

4 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview: August 18, 2007 
Person Interviewed: 
Place of Iilterview: USAIDIAfghanistan 

On the above referenced date,.	 was interviewed at the Cafe Compound, on the 
USAIDlKabul complex.I After being apprised of the official identity of the interviewing agent, 
he stated the following in substance: 

He is the Deputy Controller.	 He arrived in Kabul on 2/3/07 to start a one-year assignment. 
He has been with USAID for seven years and was just Deputy Controller at USAIDlPeru. 

Jim Ahn, the fonner USAIDlKabul Controller, assigned him the Democracy and 
Governance and Provincial Reconstruction Team (pRn activities. Around March or April 
he started going to meetings to familiarize himselfwith is~me.c;. He lUlOn learned that the 

PRT Quick hnpact P!ogram needed to be closed but that ~;~econlIact 
negotiator, was having problems getting the needed documents. was having trouble 
dealing with both UNDP and its subcontractor, UNOPS, and could not get the necessary 
fonns from them. 

He attended a couple meetings with Carlos Haddat and Sophie Baranes from UNDP. They 
said that their office was just behind and said that they did not want to rush and provide 
incorrect information. They added that they were waiting for their NY headquarters to 
approve documents. They accepted that UNDP had poor accounting systems. 

Ahn communicated with the USAID Office ofFinancial Management (OFM) in Washington 
to get current letter of~r~it (LOC) information. Th~tt:>1Yif how the Mission leam~ UNDP 
drew down some $5 mtlhon after the award ended. was concerned about this and 
related issues - possible fraud, incomplete paperwork, etc. She wanted to close the LOC. 
His understanding is that by the time Ahn got involved, all the money was drawn from the 
LOC. He has no knowledge ofanyone specifically instructing that the LOC not be closed. 

A final report received from UNDP in March or April indicated that SI.792 million was 
spent on the project in 2007. Ahn instructed him to see if these expenditures were incurred 
before the project end date of 12131106, the only way the bulk would be considered 
allowable. 

REPORT MADE BY:	 N.me: D.te Signed: 
Signature: 

----------------	 r;r!a1 
This document is the property of the Office of Inspector General and danoot be reprod6ced or cOpied wilhout written pennission. Disclosure to 
unauthorized persons is prohibited. Public availability is detennined under Title 5 U.S.C.§552. 

•
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dealt with getting binders from UNDP to support the 2007 disbursements. Mark 
Oviatt, UNOPS Country Director, was initially reluctant to provide anvthin2. Once 
received, he ~( ..· wanted an opportunity to review them.! ( ) " who 
served as Actmg Controller for two weeks at the end ofJuly, wanted him to go to UNOPS to 
interview poonle and check out their accounting system. Upon his return, Ahn concurred 
with :() ~) ;s position that he go in person before having an opportunity to prooerly 
review the binders. Ov}att ~itially refused to let him come. He relented at s second 
request and he and (bY'))((') USAID/Kabul OFM) went to UNOPS on 8/12/07. 

He and met with Tushar Dighe. th~ l.,JNOP~ Director ofAccounting!Assistant to the 
Director. Dighe is a "sharp" guy. (£)?!iftd) ;, the Deputy Director and Sophie Baranes I 

were also present. They were well received; UNOPS was "open." He asked for a lot of 
things, basically to try and understand their systems and reporting to UNOPS headquarters. 
No docwnents were provided; they said that they would provide them, however. At the 
time, the UNOPS headquarters was in New York. It is now moving to Europe, possibly 
Geneva. 

The six binders, upon cursory review, seem to include explanations for all the costs 
expended in 2007. Docwnents include invoices from vendors, internal documents for 
approval and additional support. He expects to complete his review in early September. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview 

Case Tide: UNDP Case Number:
 
Date of Interview: AullUSt 20. 2007
 
Penon Interviewed:
 
Place of Interview: Telephonic-'
 

On the above referenced date,
 
TX. After being apprised of the official identity of the interviewing agent, he stated the
 

was interviewed telephonically from Fort Wo~ 

following in substance: 

He is a Department ofDefense Construction Manager and a reservist. He served in 
Afghanistan with the Corps ofEngineers from 12105 until 11106. He started under, 

)' By7/06,hewaS AlternateCTO. > '7 

a UNOPS Project Manager, told him that UNOPS was usin~ pSAID OlP 
fimds tor non-OIP projects, including building a new office in Dubai. ( \ .who' 
replaced )'as CTO, spoke with Gary Helseth about UNOPS using money for non
QIP projects m ms presence. This meeting was in June or July 2006. UNOPS had already 
over obligated bvaMl1t $1.5 million. LTC: (~ ) .his predecessor, oversaw that. He 
understood that' )'~was going to allow UNDP an increase of$I.5 million to cover the 
overage buta t~told him that/ and Helseth made a deal to increase the amOlmt by 
$3 million to cover overhead. 

style was to keep everyone in the dark. No one was briefed or bad input on her 
decisions. ~ who oversaw 10M for USAID and is now in the US, can advise 

11 ' ered &. ) \ h • I p). Iabout, ~ \'1" cov lot:( Y() w en(l) ) ,wason eave.(\)) ,wastoocoseto 
UNO~S ~nrl too do'lC to the former Mission Director. He personally spoke to 

(\~~:.(.;:.;~( ') -. the<t1epu MIssion Director, abouteu~{xt:) J ~'boyfiiend was 
cuttmg deals WIth contractors. The two of them ~ now married. (~ 
look into it. 

former USAID/Afghanistan Contracting Officert also made deals with 
Helseth. Helseth would just say he needed more money and: ~ would take care of it. 
He learned this from 

') 

Things started to tum around when 6, took over. UNOPS started to hire good people 
and things improved. When ,U ) took over around 5/06, progress ended. Helseth fired 

.,....R[=PO~RT=-:-:MA-D=[=B::":'V:-:----~N~_-.---
Siautare: / ",'

'I 

said he would 

nul dUCllmml i. the property of the Office of InIpector 0meraI1IItJclftlXll De reprocl\ICed or COJlleQ W1U10111 written penniuion, DiICIOIW'e 10 
unauthon.lcd pcT5OIl5 15 prolubncd. Pubhc availability is determllxxl UDder Title.5 U 5 C.§S.52, 
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saying she was too close to AID. He thinks she was fired because she confronted 
him about misusing money and told him he had to return the $1.5 million spent on another 
project. He knows nothing about kickbacks. 

He did not get the requisite paperwork from UNOPS. They dragged their feet. They would 
tell him that projects had been fixed but would not say how. There was a train of 
unresponsive project managers - Vince UNIU, Hans LlNIU - until arrived. Then ) 
when she left, things became difficult again- was the next project manager. ( 
He was more responsive than those before ( Y~ He, too, kept asking for more money. 

may have glven it, he does not know. 

The Qalat airstrip was initially to cost around $332,000. UNOPS said the data on the BOQ 
was wrong and the price went up to around $600,000. He disagreed with that. The original 
cost was signed by signed a lot of modifications. The airstrip would 
have cost mil1ion~ if thev built it where they initially planned to. He had them move it to 
flat groWld. has monthly spreadsheets on this. They demonstrate that they 
were short on funds. 

Bailey Bridge is another problem site. UNOPS spent $2 million in parts and when he left no 
one knew where those parts were. Material was procured for three bridges but only one was 
built. 

People from USAID went out to the field who knew nothing about construction and making 
commitments. UNOPS took advantage of this. He told UNOPS, including Gary Helseth, 
many times that they could not make commitments in the field but they kept doing so with 
the approval of a USAID field rep who knew nothing about construction flY~OPS knew 

. k .,. h d hthey would get more money bccause Just cpt gIVlOg It to tern. an t e 
fl.male USAID field reps had lots of parties with UNOPS. He thought it inappropriate and 
never went to one. 

•
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview: September 28, 2007 
Person Interviewed: JamesAhn 
Place of Interview: Telephonic-

on the above referenced date, James Ahn was interviewed telephonically from Northern 
Virginia Already apprised of the official identity of the interviewing agent, Ahn stated the 
following in substance: 

He served a Mission Controller at USAIDlKabul from 8/06 until 8/18/07. In·the spring of 
2007 he attended a meeting with UNDP and the USAID ero or agreement officer at which 
time the funding situation was discussed, that is, that there was still money in the UNDP 
letter ofcredit. Very soon after that, UNDP withdrew most of the remaining money. He 
wanted to confirm the exact amount of the draw but does not believe he ever did. 

) 
He worked with , and '( on this. They tried to 
follow up with UNDP to get answers from them but by the time he left PO*: thev had not 
gotten back to him. He told' (b ~ 'the Contracting Officer (CO)'( ) ,did not 
act; he didn't have a lot ofexperience. (~ ) , the R~onal CO in Sangkok, was 
copied on email trafficonthisissue. )didn.tgive ( lot of flexibility.

C 

The Mission had a lot oftrouble with UNI.?P and UNOPS, primarily with over
disbursements. The UN's position was that they were not overdisbursed. By October or 
November 2006, his office was questioning a bunch of their commitments. None of these 
were ADA violations because the money was not obligated, just committed. 

As a result of these problems, they instituted changes in the way UNOPS was funded. On 
the UNOPS school construction program, it had to liquidate advances before it could get 
more money. 

He thinks UNDP was involved in the QIP because UNOPS couldn't open a bank account. 

He maintained all his emails and will forward them to the agent. 

He is currently on home leave. He begins language training on 10/29/07. His next post will 
be Guatemala, though he may go to Iraq. His personal email is! (7X( ) 

REPORT MADE BY; Name: 

Signature: 

This document is the property of the Office of Inspcctor General a4- __~~. U~ • ...y'7u"~"",, Ul wl'ied without wrinen pe:rmission. Disclosure to 
unauthorized persons is prohibited. Public availability is detennined under Title 5 U.S.C.§552. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number:
 
Date of Interview: October 1, 2007
 
Person Interviewed:
 
Place of Interview: Telephonic -i
 

On the above referenced date, was interviewed telephonically from Nairobi, 
Keny~ A~er being apprised of the official identity of the interviewing agent stated the 
followmg, In substance: 

He is with the USAID Office of General Counsel and recently arrived in Kenya where he is 
serving as Regional Legal Advisor. Previously he served in Washington. From there, he 
took two TDYs to Afghanistan, in 1106 and 5-6/07. 

During his second trip he attended a meeting with contracting staff who were concerned 
about money drawn down by UNDP on its QIP cooperative agreement - after the award had 
ended. The Controller and Deputy Mission Director, among others, were there. There was 
also a meeting at the Mission with three UNDP representatives. They said that the money 
drawn was solely for activities that had occurred prior to 12131106, the last day of the award. 
They said that the reason the money was drawn late was because they did not have their 
billing in order. . 

Hp. pot the impression that UNDP did not appreciate the scope of the problem. C ) 
the CTO, advised him that numerous projects had not been completed though they 

were reported as completed in the UNDP's closeout report. 

He wanted to freeze the remaining money in the letter ofcredit, if that was even possible, 
after UNDP withdrew the money in 2007. He spoke with Jim Ahn [Controller] andft d) 

j 

) the Deputy Director, about this. They did not like that option. ) felt they 
did not have enough leverage on UNDP but thought that leverage might be found elsewhere. 
The US Government had agreed to give UNDP additional money to cover past activities and 
he thought this might be withheld. In no way was the new money for UNDP, which was to 
come, he believes, through the State Department, to be construed as a license for any UN 
office to move USAID project money to non-award projects. 

He was later told that another draw down occurred. He doesn't know anything else about 
that one. 

I REPORT :\'AIW BY: Namr: naIr Signrd: 
Signalurr: 10/4/07 

Notiu:
 
This document IS the propert)' of the Office of Inspector General and cannot be reproduced or copied without written permission. Disclosure to
 
unauthorized persons IS prohibited. Public availability is determmed under Tille 5 U.S C.§552.
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He does not recall if he spoke with the Regional Contracting Officer. Ifhe did,
 
) jid not ~e a strong position on the matter. Other USAID programs, such as
 

Education, were also giving UNOPS money at this time. He considered thi!i; to ~ a concern
 
as UNOPS had not demonstrated its trustworthiness. He brought this up to ) 'however
 

G Jsaid that no one else had the capacity to do the work. Also, the Government of 
Afghanistan wanted to work with UNOPS. 
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MEMO TO FILE
 

FROM: 

DATE: 6/20/08
 

CASE: 

RE: Attempts to contact 

On several occasions throughout this investigation, the reporting agent (RA) attempted to 
contact ( a former employee ofUNOPS who served as Q~ project 

. manager for that organization. 

)Was first contacted via email "on mid 8/07. She responded on 
8/17 that she was willing to cooperate but wanted to know more about the investigation. 
The RA then sent a longer email to which Jresponded on 8/19. She wrote, in part, 
that "previous program managers perhaps mishandled funds, but the PRT program was 
on its way to being closed/shut down when I took over for a short time. I had only ~ 

bringing the program back to a more stable way of being managed. I worked with 
on what projects needed to be completed. Gary Helseth the UNOPS director for C 

Afghanistan at the time was the authority on funding and transfer of funds. I believe he 
was working with USAID on completing and winding down the program after my 
departure. I know USAIDIPRT wanted a complete understanding ofhow their money 
was spent. Gary Helseth I believe informed USAID ofwhat and how he handled the 
UNDP/uSAID funded program." agreed to be interviewed in a week's time, after ( 
she completed a trip she was taking to Atlanta. She did not respond to future calls or 
emails. 

) provided her cell phone number I Ion 8/30/07 and agree do be 
interviewed but messages were left and ,
 

) from the RA, f)jresponded on 10/18/07 advising that she 
)neverresponded. After additional emails 

had been very busy and
 
suffered a family death. She also wrote, that her "discovery ofmismanaged projects was 
immediately broughtto the attention of USAID to include ,and his 
immediate supervisor. Once I informed USAID ofwrongdoing on UNOPS part and my 
attempt to try and fix it. Gary Helseth had me released from the PRT program and I left 
Afghanistan rather quickly. I can answer what questions you may have, but certainly I do 
not want to get involved in a situation that I have no information or cannot access." 

/ ... v. \/,\ did not answer additional email attempts. 

On 9 07. the RA and SA wentto residence located at't
 
) ~. )did not answer the door and did not
 

respond to calJs to her ceu pnone.
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MEMO TO FILE
 

FROM:
 

DATE: 10/25107 

CASE: 

RE: SDNY 

The reporting agent (RA) has been in contact with the Southern District ofNew York 
(SONY) with regard to this matter. While on TOY in Afghanistan, the RA contacted 
Affirmative Civil Enforcement Coordinator and Senior Litigation Counsel Sheila Gowan 
to inquire if the SDNY would consider a United Nations office as a possible target of 
investigation, considering its immunity protections. On 8/19/07, Gowan responded via 
email, advising that she did not see a problem proceeding with the target. Investigation 
continued with a flight to Qalat for site visits. 

During the week of9/17/07, the RA communicated telephonically with Gowan in regard 
to the service of an administrative IG subpoena on the UN for documents. Gowan 
conceded that the UN might not be obligated to comply with a subpoena and suggested 
that the RA contact a UN or UNDP investigator, in spite of the fact that such a position is 
not independent and would report to the UN. The RA accepted this advice, located and 
contacted Francis Dubois, Head of Investigations, UNDP Audit and Performance 
Review, tel: Mr. Dubois telephonically advised that he would help any 
way he could and then responded to an email from the case agent on 9/26107 confirming 
his willingness to assist. 

On 10/3/07 the RA asked Gowan if she would be interested in reviewing a developing 
summary of the case. Gowan responded in the affirmative and the RA provided her with 
the attached summary. On 10120/07 Gowan advised that she forwarded the summary to 
Boyd johnson, Chief of the SONY Public Corruption Division (Criminal). The RA 
contacted johnson the next day and Johnson advised that his office had other UN cases 
already underway and would evaluate the UNOP case summary. The RA advised that 
the summary was done 10r civil consideration and provided additional investigative 
details. The RA requested that a teleconference be held prior to 1111107, his last day in 
the office prior to departing for Kabul. At the time of this writing, a meeting had not yet 
heen set up to discuss. 
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MEMO TO FILE
 

FROM:
 

DATE: 5/13/08
 

CASE:
 

RE: SONY Meetings 

The reporting agent (RA) met with Southern District of New Yurk (SONY) Criminal 
Division Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) Pablo Quinones in an SDNY 
conference room on 4/7/08. Also present for part of this m~ting were AUSAs Sheila 
Gowan and Sean Cenawood of the SONY Civil Division. This case was discussed. The;: 
Civil Division opined that it would not be able to go forward due to the immunity of the 
United Nations. 

After Gowan and Cenawood left the meeting, Quinones and the RA met with Boyd 
Johnson, Chief of Public Corruption, later that day and the following day. After 
discussions, it was determined that the SDNY Criminal Division would not pursue this 
matter either. in lieu of administrative action by LJSAID. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

RECORDS REVIEW
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Review: October 26, 2007 
Place of Review: RIG Manila 

On 10/26/07 the reporting agent (RA) received a 31 page fax from' (b \ f, US Department 
of Health and Human Services (ID-IS), Division of Payment Management. 'Ibe fax contained a 
series ofPSC 272s, Federal Cash Transaction Reports, submitted to HHS by UNDP which the 
case agent had requested. The following was noted: 

The 272s pertain to numerous UNDP awards, including that under investigation, 306A03050900. 
Signed signature pages are not included, however sheets indicating who prepared the reports are. 
Reports are submitted quarterly and are reflected in this memo as such. 

04/01/04 - 06/30/04 
New UNDP disbursements: missing sheet 
Total expense reported for USAID QIP cooperative agreement: $0 
Cumulative UNDP QIP expenditure: $2,000,000 
Certification: missing 
Cert by (unsigned name and title): missing 
Submitted: missing 
Infonnation prepared by: ), UNDP 

07/01104 - 09/30/04 
New UNDP disbursements: $3,115,312 
Total expense reported for USAID QIP cooperative agreement: $2,000,000 
Cumulative UNDP QIP expenditure: $2,000,000 
Certification: I certify to the best ofmy knowledge and beliefthat this report is true in all 
re.\pects and that all disbursements have been made for the purpose and conditions ofthe grant 
or agreement [Standard]. 
Cert by (unsigned name and title): ( Comptroller 
Submitted: 12/29/04 

. 
InfonnatlOn prepared by . UNDP 

REPORT MAD!' BY: Name: Dale Signed: 

Signature: 10/26/07 

Notice: 
"his JocullIent is the proper1Y of the Omee of Inspeclor (jelleral and eannol be reproduced or cllpied witlillul wnllen pernmslllO Disclosure 10 
unauthorized pcrsllns is prohihiled. Puhlie a\'allahilit)' is determim:d under Title 5 USC §552 

-




Records Review - 1nn~/07 

rage J, 

10/01105 - 12/31/05 
Net UNDP disbursements: $120,930,046 
Total expense reported for USAID QIP cooperative agreement: $2,000,000 
Cumulative UNDP QIP Expenqiture: $18,000,000 
Certification; Standard . 
Cert by (unsigned name and title): Wanager GACS 
Submitted: 2/23/06 
Information prepared by UNDP 

01/01/06 - 03/31/06
 
Net UNDP disbursements: $2,810,981 
QIP NOT LISTED 

01/01107 - 03/31/07
 
Net UNDP disbursements: $81,813,748 
Total.expense reported for USAID QIP cooperative agreement: $18,000,000 
Cumulative USAID QIP expenditure: $23,116,520 
Certification: Standard 
Cert by (unsigned name and title): Manager GACS 
Submitted 5/17/07 
Information prepared by ,UNDP 

04/01/07-06/30/07 
Net UNDP disbursements: $10,370,969 
Total expense reported for USAID QIP cooperative agreement: $23,116,520 
Cumulative USAID QIP expenditure: $24,706,242 
Authorized: $25,652,473 
Certification: Standard 
Cert by (unsigned name and title): Treasurer 
Submitted: 08/03/07 
Information prepared by .UNDP 

NOTE:
 
On 4/23/08, the RA was advised by lthat while the total authorized amount was
 
$25,652,473, the actual amount of funds drawn by the grantee was $24,706,242. A report had
 
been filed for the quarter ending 12/31/07 in which UNDP reported this award fully disbursed.
 
However, $946,231 remained on the award that the grantee has not requested even though they
 
indicated that they incurred the expense on the 272 reporting.
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview: November 5, 2007 
Penon Interviewed: 
Place of Interview: USAID/Mghanistan 

On the above referenced date,	 was interviewed in the USAID Mission in 
Kabul. (f (;was already familiar With the otficial identity of the interviewing agent from a 
meeting held to disc~s similar topics on 8/18/07. provided additional follow up in an 
email on 1l/24/07. ~tated the following, in substance: 

He is a civil engineer and a personnel services contractor who arrived in Kabul in 9/06. He 
plans to be in Kabul for two years. Previously he spent two years on a USAID project in 
Sudan, five in Tanzania and two years in Honduras after Hurricane Mitch working on roads 
projects. 

He is CTO for the UNOPS grant, the Secondary Roads Project, a $365 million road 
rehabilitation and construction project made up of several sub-programs: Secondary Roads, 
District Center Roads, District Roads and Southern Strategy Roads. The original project was 
signed 2/5/04. It is now expected to end in 12/07. UNOPS receives funding through a letter 
ofcredit. It always had its own bank account. The construction work is subcontracted out. 

UNOPS purposefully understated its cost estimate to USAID and then signed more contracts 
than it had budgeted for, assuming, correctly, that USAID would approve the extension 
rather than take the political heat for closing down a contract that was already underway. 

Initially the grant was for S18 million but UNOPS signed $23 million in contracts. Louis 
Berger Group (LBG) had a $700 million contract called REFS that was fast running out of 
money. They needed another S300 million but it was too dicey politically to augment the 
LBG award which would make it a billion dollars without competition. Instead, UNOPS got 
another S300 million added to its grant and LBG was to manage it and serve as its 
engineering finn. UNOPS was convenient because USAID can unilaterally increase a grant 
to an international public organization without competition or passing through extra layers 
of government scrutiny. UNOPS signed contracts with the subs but LBG did the daily 
oversight and monitoring. UNOPS then received 5.8 overhead - a lot of money for a little 
work. 

REPORT MADE BV:	 Name: s~ Date Signed: 
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Around 10/06, UNOPS gave AID a warning about its cost overruns. Security and cost 
overruns were claiming an extra $3-$4 million. UNOPS asked ifAID would payor if it 
should cancel its subcontracts. AID paid about $10 million in the end. 

UNOPS itself admits that it has terrible systems. Funds are commingled and it cannot 
clearly state how much it has overspent. He has not received a financial report on the 
Southern Strategy (due monthly) since 6/07. In 6/07 UNOPS came in and asked ifAID had 
obligated all the money for their project. They didn't know if they had even received the 
money for their own project! They were told "yes" - and then UNOPS ~ked for copies. 
The excuse was that the UNOPS headquarters had moved to Copenhagen and they now 
needed to provide that office with infonnation. 

In 2/07, UNOPS' Country Director Mark Oviatt reported that UNOPS had about $5.9 
million in "recoverables." This referred to Secondary Roads money that UNOPS had lent to 
other projects - without USAID's knowledge or pennission. UNOPS advised that this was 
owed back to the project, however no additional infonnation was provided, including 
confinnation of the amount or details regarding its content. A letter dated 5/1/07 from 
Wayne Curry, UNOPS Program Manager, later advised that $2,209,000 had been recovered, 
however no additional details were provided. 

fonner UNOPS project manger who had improved matters before quitting, 
would know more about' this. He was present with Oviatt when this was first raised. Gary 
Helseth was the head of all UNOPS programs in Mghanistan and worked out ofDubai. 
Rumor has it that the UNOPS CFO came to Kabul to look at this in mid 2006 and then 
Helseth was let go. 

UNOPS has had problems with inventory control. That which was submitted was not 
complete. It was missing serial numbers, purchase prices, depreciation item conditions, etc. 

UNOPS promised an internal audit for months but kept pushing it back. It is now supposed 
to start imminently. 
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Case Title: UNDP Case Number 
Date of Interview: November 11, 2007 
Person Interviewed: Mark Oviatt 
Place of Interview: USAIDIAfghanistan 

On the above referenced date, Mark Oviatt was interviewed in the USAID Mission in Kabul. 
Also present for the duration of the interview and participating therein was Special Agent 

After being apprised of the official identities of the agents, Oviatt stated the following, 
in substance: 

He was raised by an "AID family." Before coming to Afghanistan he spent two years as a 
USAID contractor in Bangladesh. He came to Afghanistan as a UNOPS contractor in 10/06. 
On 1/1/07 he became country director. 

He has KPMG doing an audit on the Secondary Roads project to address the rumors, 
circulating about it, including that the reports were not timely or accurate and the 
construction was not happening fast enough or in accordance with the award. He will 
include a review ofmoney transfers and forward findings to the RIG. He wants to help 
USAID but he also has responsibilities to the UN and its immunity. 

He has heard about several other problems. The site for a bridge designed by the Minister of 
Public Works was moved by the local governor. It was relocated but not redesigned and 
then a "100 year flood" washed the embankment away. The sound room at an air force base 
could not get done because subcontractors could not get on the base due to clearance issues. 
PRT [provincial Reconstruction Team advisor] said she would get the 
contractor in to complete the job but he is not sure What mtpptmed. Projects in a remote area 
were designed by people who did not realize how inaccessible that place is. Conditions are 
impossible; one needs to use burros on foot paths. 

He did not realize initially that the Quick Impact Program [QIP] was awarded to UNDP, not 
UNOPS. He realized when he became director and asked for a list ofall contracts. UNOPS 
and UNDP never signed a contract. There was no guarantee that UNDP would pay UNOPS. 
The project was overrun by $2 million and UNOPS made up the shortfall. UNOPS was 
"hung out to dry" by UNDP. UNOPS is the only non-core funded United Nations agency; it 
gets no backing from the UN. "We eat what we kilL" He believes that all the relevant 
UNDP personnel are no longer in country. 

REPORT MADE BY:	 Name: Date SigDed: 
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He has ''no idea" what UNDP did for this project; everything was done by UNOPS. Going 
through UNDP made it more inefficient. UNOPS did not owe USAID reports or 
information - it only owed that to UNDP. He heard that UNDP staffhad asked UNOPS 
personnel why they were giving documents to USAID. 

He has asked other donors why they are going through UNDP. The Spanish Ambassador 
told him it was because they were conveniently located in New York. UNDP charges a 7% 
fee. He is not sure what the donors are getting for that 7%. He prefers donors deal directly 
with UNOPS. That is more efficient and they can save their 7%. 

He and all his employees have local bank accounts at Standard Charter Bank. One needs 
cash in a cash economy like Afghanistan. Money is received by bank transfer. UNOPS 
could not open an account here. Now, however, an account was opened for the Schools 
project. He had a meeting with AID to discus.Cl this. UNOPS is getting three month advance 
funding. This is a great way to coptrol funds. ~ the UNOPS Director of 
Finance, will open the first account for a specific project that UNOPS has ever had. He has 
no idea why this wasn't done for the QIP. . 

At this point, the interviewing agent produced a spread sheet for Oviatt to review. At the top it is 
labeled: 31-Dec-06 USAIDIUNOPS Sub Project Monitoring Report. 

He has never seen such a report before. He may have forwarded it to AID but he did not 
review it. He does not recognize it. However, now that he is seeing it, it "looks great." 

His definition ofa "complete" project is when someone, a stakeholder, signs offon it That 
mayor may not equate to full compliance with the award. He presumes UNOPS has the 
same definition. He does not know what the project warranty period means or how long it 
is. He will find out. He believes that it starts at the end date of the project. It is typically 
six to twelve months. He is not sure how long it was for the QIP. Generally retention 
payments ale made at the end of the warranty period. 

Gary Helseth was country director before him. He is retired and is leaving Afghanistan 
tomorrow. Helseth is a US citizen with property in Australia. His email may be 

is the project support officer for a USAID project. She also works on World 
Bank p~jects. She was brought in to close out the PRT work. Her mobile number is 

. 

He did not know that UNDP drew money down from the letter ofcredit in 2007 - after the 
QIP award was over. the former USAID Deputy Mission Director, asked 
him in the spring of this year why UNDP had not drawn down money from the account 
when there was a shortfall on the elections project. Perhaps money was taken for that? He 
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doesn't know. He did tell ) who is a very senior person at UNDP, now in 
Sudan. ( ) then met with ) Yerhaps she issued orders to draw the money after 
that meeting. 

The UN is bRd at accounting for receivables. When he first came on board, he heard that 
Helseth and ?rc) Isigned a document guaranteeing that no money from the Roads 
project would be used to snore up any PRT shortfall. She had been concerned that money 
would be moved for that. 

At this point the interviewing agent produced a copy of~ letter with attachments from Oviatt on 
UNOPS letterhead, dated 7/1/07, addressed to ( ',Senior Acquisition and Assistance 
Specialist, USAIDIAfghanistan. . 

He does not remember the letter. It is his signature, however. He is "flabbergasted" that the 
attachment records over $1 million in transfers to other projects. He hasn't "the foe2iest 
idea" about money moving in or out of the Secondary Roads project. He will ask(~ ) 

) who became his Deputy Director in July or August 2007. His (Oviatt's) involvemeul 
with the Secondary Roads project is limited. He never heard ofany USAID funds being 
used outside Mghanistan. 

He will provide the case agent with a name of someone at UNDP who can explain how the 
rest of the 2007 UNDP draw down was spent. 

,the former UNOPS program manager, resigned in 1/07. had no 
faith in his (Oviatt's) management skills. He left Mghanistan on 2/14/07. UNOPS had no 
project manager until Wayne Curry filled that position in Mayor April 2007. 

He did tell J, QIP CTO for USAID] and I [USAID/Mghanistan 
Chiefof Staft] that UNOPS would fix the Tamak Bridge. He IS not sure what happened. 
The last he heard, USAID told UNOPS to stand down. DAI was to subcontract CADG to 
repair it. 

He wants the agents to appreciate that due to the immunity of the UN, he is not obligated to 
provide any of this information or documentation. 

He stated: "I am the most powerful man in Afghanistan. In Afghanistan Development." 
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Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview: November 12, 2007 
Penon Interviewed: Tushar Dighe and 
Place of Interview: UNOPS/Afghanistan 

On the above referenced date, Tushar Dighe was interviewed in UNOPS office space in Kabul. 
Also present for the duration of the interview and participating therein was Special Agent(b 

( ) and ( ) ofUNOPS. After being apprised of the official identities of the agents, 
Uighe stated the following, in substance: 

He is the Advisor to the UNOPS Country Director. lS a project support officer and 
served in this capacity for the QIP from 7/05. 

UNOPS and UNDP used to be one organization. It was reorganized in 1997 and UNOPS 
became the implementer, serving UN bodies and assisting governments. UNDP remained 
focused on development. When UNOPS came to Afghanistan in 2003, UNDP was already 
there. When the two organizations work together, UNDP does two things: It looks at 
programmatic issues and determines if a proposed project fits in the UN strategy for that 
country. It also conducts funds management. 

UNDP headquarters in New York is responsible for letter ofcredit draw downs. He did not 
know that funds were drawn down in 2007. He does not know ifUNOPS Could open a bank 

. ed ,, the UNDP himaccount when the QIP was SIgn . cycounterpart at , sent reports 
on financial accruals and progress and implementation. 

He drafted the 7/l/07Ietter from Mark Oviatt to ( USAID, regarding 2007 
expenditures. Project numbers referenced for money transfers are: 33267 which is 
Secondary Roads; 54311, UNOPS Administrative Budget; and 41500, PRT New Zealand. 

!prepared the money to be transferred, attached the supporting documents and identified 
the type of transaction. The country director or deputy country director approved the 
transfers. Signatures of approvals are in the attachments that were provided to USAID as 
support for the 7/1/07 letter. 

He had no authority to send the 7/1/07 letter as UNOPS does not have an agreement with 
USAID under QIP; however, as they are client oriented, UNOPS decided to do it. The 
documents provided show that the monies transferred actually went from other projects to 
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the QIP initially and those monies were now being repaid to those other projects. UNDP did 
not provide funding to UNOPS on a timely basis and UNOPS was thereby obligated to 
borrow funds from other sources in order to ensure that QIP project progress was unaffected. 
When UNOPS received the money from UNDP in 2007 - it received $2 million and he does 
not know where any additional funds went if in fact more than that was drawn from the 
letter ofcredit - it repaid the other projects it had borrowed from. All this is in the support 
documents sent to the Mission. He "guarantees" that fees were not levied twice on these 
transfers, that is, charged when the money came in and again when it went out. 

USAID was never advised or consulted regarding these fund transfers. 

UNOPS, UNDP and UNFPA (population Fund) all use the same accounting system of 
multiple accounts. They have an imprest system for cash payments. They received cash at 
the beginning of the month and booked it in the system. Project Delivery Reports (PDRs) 
reconcile expenses. 

I is the UNOPS Project Support Officer for the Secondary Roads 
award. Her mobile is , Money never should have come out of the Secondary 
Roads project. He is not sure what happened. 

He had not heard that any of this project money might have gone to fund an office or project 
in Dubai. The United Nations has office space that is provided for free in Dubai. 

A UN project is "complete" when the work is done, UNOPS regional engineers say it is 
done and the project is handed over. Retention fees are 10% and their length of time 
depends on the size of the project. If the project is big, more than $1 OOK, the retention 
period is one year; if it is small, less than $1 OOK, it is six months. 

At the conclusion of the interview, the case agent asked if ,was available for an 
interview. Dighe said that she probably was and asked that the agent emaIl him the following 
day to request a meeting. An email requesting a meeting was sent on 11/13. Later that day, 
Dighe responded. His email included the following passage: 

Y:r~.regardingher availability in the next couple of days to meet with 
you. Unfortunately, she has reported that it would not be possible for her to break: away 
from her current duties durin~ this period. As mentioned yesterday, the program is currently 
undergoing an audit and ( is engaged with providing the audit team with infonnation 
they have requested. She IS also -engaged in conducting the cost-to-complete and other 
related financial analysis tasks that are required in the coming week. 

was not interviewed_ 

I have checked with,( 
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· UNOPS _I United Nations Office for Project SeJviCes
 
Afghanistan Operations centre (AGOC) 

May 1,2007 

,Agreement Officer
 
USAIDIAfghanistan
 
Kabul, Afghanistan
 

Reference:	 ( 

1.	 Letter tOI( ) dated 16 April 2007; Financial Status Update and Estimate at
 
Completion'
 

2.	 Minutes ofMeetinQ between USAID and UNOPS dated 16 April 2007 
3.	 Email from _( tol dated 17 April 2007 
4.	 LetteT to .ated 21 April 2007; Contractor Claims fOT Secondary Roads 
5.	 Lette ) , STF Project Manager, to dated 16 April
 

2007; Southern Strategy Roads Progress Analysis .
 

SUBJECT:	 USAID Secondary and District Roads Program and Southern Task Force;
 
Revised Financial Status Update
 

Dear. ( 

With regards to the above referenced correspondence and meeting, UNOPS has revised the 
Financial Status Update to address USAID's questions and comments. 

As previously reported, UNOPS has made substantial progress implementing the USAID 
Secondary and District Road Program. Given the successful program implementation to date, 
UNOPS is very reluctant to consider cancelling or de-scoping any ongoing road construction. 
Furthermore, we are certain that USAID agrees with the need to achieve this development 
assistance objective. For these reasons, UNOPS has taken a close look at the assumptions 
regarding program support costs. 

As required by Grant Modifications 14 and 15, UNOPS tracks the Southern Task Force 
(STF) portion of the program separately. Therefore, the two portions of the overall roads 
program are discussed separately below. 

Secondary and District Roads (excluding STF) 

The revised forecast for Secondary and District Roads· is detailed by line item in Table 1 
below. The total variance has been reduced from the previously reported $32.3 million to 
approximately $6.8 milJion, or only 2% of the original grant amount. The bulk of this 
overage continues to be associated with additional sub-project costs of $6.6 million o~ _88~ of " 
the total variance. A significant portion of the additional sub-project cost is a result ,0~. ! 
Security costs which are approximately 40% higher than planned. .' f! .- .:~ -. J ~ 

~.r ~, i r	 I 
j ~ ,;: ~ ,.. 
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Table 1. &District Roads
 

1 PersaneI $ 11,959.682 $ 15.542,151 $ 3,582,469 DJ/o 21% 
2 Sir 'e::Is $ 200.442.317 $ 276,874.003 $ 16,432,586 6% ~Io 

3 $ 9.222,2fO $ 9,451,~ $ 2% 1% 
4 $ 10.00l.3ffi $ 8,644,557 $ -21% -14% 

5 

The reduced variance is a result of the following UNOPS actions and asswnptions: 

o	 USAID has indicated that additional funding totaling approximately $9.8 million will 
be added to the Secondary Roads project to offset the cost of construction contractor 
claims approved by LBG. This amount has been added to the Grant Award Value for 
Sub-Projects. 

o	 The additional funding set aside for UNOPS staff administrative oversight of the road 
maintenance period after December 2007 has been eliminated, at a cost savings of 
approximately $3.3 million. The construction contractors will continue to be 
obligated by contract to provide these works; however, UNOPS staff will not be in a 
position to provide significant oversight. 

o	 Air transport services after June 2007 will no longer be funded by UNOPS, resulting 
in a savings over the previous budget forecast of $1.7 million. As previously 
presented to USAID, UNOPS believes that air support will be required through 
December 2007. It is understood that USAID plans to make this support available 
through other means, as the time lost and cost incurred due to inadequate air 
transportation to remote project areas cannot be underestimated. 

o	 The original budget for operations included approximately $2.3 million in 
construction contract retentions. These retentions have been subsequently costed 
against the construction contracts and are reflected under the Sub-Project line item. 
This value is reflected as a savings under operations. 

o	 A total of approximately $2.2 million of program rccoverables have been credited by 
UNOPS back to the Secondary and District Roads Program. 
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o	 This revised budget does not include any contingency yalue, previously estimated at 
approximately $6.4 million, or 15% of the cos!-to-cumplete estimate, UNOPS has 
forecast cost and schedule: howt'ver. given the nature of wurks and security in 
Afghanistan, final costs cannot be known with certainty. 

In addition tll the above savings, UNOPS has identified an additil1nal $1.0 million in potential 
sayings on llperatillns and support costs. These include reducing the leyel of air transport 
through the end (If the current CLlntract. n:Jucing the numbtr of It:ased armMt:d n:hides, and 
reducing personnel costs as the program winds down. 

While this budgt:t forecast Cllntains less additional Cllsts for persunnel than the 16 April 
n.:port, it still represents an overage of approximately 30% above the award value. A cop~ of 
l:NOPS current staffing chart is attached for your information, As n:t1ectcd on the chart. 
staffing levels are wnsidered Icm for a program uf this magnitude, 

Based on current funding of $311 million and cost-to-complete estimates provided above, 
LINOPS forecasts a funding shortfall by early July 2007, Assuming the Grant Award yalue is 
increased by $9.86 milliclll. as requested to offset contractor claims on the Secondary Roads 
project; UNOPS forecasts sufficit:nt funding until Septemher 2007, Opportunities for 
additional cost savings are discussed in further detail below, 

Southern Task Force 

At this time, UNOPS forecasts completion of all 94km of Segment 1 by end of Decemher 
2007. The progress analysis provided in the 16 April letter from the STF Project Manager to 
Rob Helmerick forecast completion in May 2008: however, the [oJ:ecast was based on several 
worst-case outcomes that UNOPS is currently working to r~solve. It should he noted that 
this schedule is dependent on UNOPS ability to sole source the current cnntractor and 
assumes a lack of further significant secU1-it) incidents, Assuming a December 2007 
completion date, costs should be within the original estimates for this segment. 

Due to the rt:ct:nt !'atal sccurity incident ailIng the Segment 2 alignment. an incn.:asc in the 
general st:t:urit~ thrcat level. and pther delays: cnmp!l:tion of Segment 2 is currently Il>n.:cast 
lor September 2008. b't:n assuming that L:onstruction costs would he within the original 
I.:,..timalt: of approximate!) $17 million_ it is cm'isioned that this delay will impact 1111 

(,pl:ratillns and suppurt Cl)st~, III adJitipn. it is anticipated that security wsts \vtluld increase 
to ~IJdress thL' higher thrcat. C\ln,iJering a llwllthly burn-ratl.: 11L.lpprllXimakly ~675.(I(}O fl'r 
suppurt and uperations, tilt: adJitil1nal nil1L' mllrtths uf ellllrt \\'\luIJ result in a li'reGlst ll\ eragl.: 
llf aprn,xil11~ltel~ 5,(1. J millllln. 

/\~	 pn.:\ i,'usly rL'J'lIl'kd, thl: CUl'n:1l1 CI II1Slrlll'li"n L';;tim;llL' ld'S 17111illi\11ll11a:- hI.: illlradcJ I'~' 

<'L'\ l:r,t1 raclllrs. induJing: I) <Ill il1nl.:;l<,l' in lllalL'ri<lb C( ISIS: ~) nn:d f'.lr ad litillnal cuh-crh: .~ I 

L'\tL'l1Lkd (allSC\... ·ay~: and .~ ) limikJ pllol ut Cl'lItr;lctl,rs. In particular. the lattt:r dTcct will 
pr1'hahl:- h;I\L' the ~rL';lt~q i!llj1dcl \llllP-;t ... IhlL' t,.' tIlL' innc;::--,·d '-L'lllri,: 1111,',11 ;lllll thL' 
IdIILC,lll'I:lpctiti,lTl, C"I\~t:.ILII,11J " 'lllr.lll,'r, \,illlil.l'l:- L·!;;JI..'l':! !'I\'milll11 1;'1 thC"L' \\ 'rk..... 
(I'f:-'L'llillt! tlll:<,C il1lr;lli~ i,lhL' I'L'dllL"J l"lllpk\il.\ pI ~!;I\ ...,: 1"',11<,. "lIrtllL'l' ,;1\ ilJ~s ,11\: 
I,',d;/L,J \1: ill 'I ,k~i~'Ilil!l.: 1',.1' "llItlllL'-pl'" .:il1~" ,I' tl~i<, ,ill" ,'" !,II' ih,' rL',! \IL'!; , 'II "I till: 
.. I ~:il:)H':111 \\idih ;1:1'-' till' I!'-l' "j""ITII!;::t:,1 iI','! l'll,ill~ i:l~;tc.I" "i·,·ill!· '1' ... :",,1 l"IILT','IL' !',lr 
llll',crt L"II:·tl'lIL·tl,'l1lh::,,:,i "lIlill"'lk:,i~li '!:ll,j,'ll. li'l' ! .• II!',',I~ \\i,ltll j. I ";l'~J:IL'111 ~ \'IIlild 

==
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be consistent with Segment 1 at 8 meters). As the relative impact of these factors can not be 
determined at this time, the total impact to estimated construction costs cannot be forecast 
reliably. 

In consideration of the cost, schedule, and security impacts discussed above, UNOPS-AGOC 
and USAID have initiated discussions of a way forward for completion of the STF Segment 2 
scope ofwork. As discussed at the referenced meeting, UNOPS was directed to prepare 
alternative proposals for the Segment B scope of works. In response, UNOPS has developed 
a package of subprojects that will enhance the benefits of works completed on Segment I and 
also meet the objectives ofprojecting construction into the Segment 2 region. A detailed 
proposal will be provided to USAID shortly, but in summary, the package consists ofthree 
distinct subprojects: 

o	 Segment 1 to Segment 3 Connector: UNOPS proposes to provide a connection 
from Segment I to Segment 3 alignment. This would include survey, design and 
construction of an additional 10lan of asphalt road, providing connectivity from 
Kandahar to Spin Boldak.. 

o	 Lura River Bridge and Link Road to Shinkay nCR: The Lura River Bridge is 
located close to Shinkay, Zabul Province. A gravel causeway across the Lura River 
was completed by others in December 2006, but has since failed due to poor build 
quality and abnormal flooding. As a permanent solution, UNOPS proposes 
construction of a 98 meter reinforced concrete bridge. To improve the linkage 
between Qalat and Shinkay DCR, UNOPS also proposes a 6.2km gravel road between 
the bridge and the DCR. 

o	 Completion of the Shinkay nCR: As per the original Scope of Works, UNOPS 
believes that the Shinkay DCR can be completed with the provision of additional 
security arrangements. 

It is estimated that construction and security costs for this proposal would total approximately 
$10.6 million, as detailed in Table 2. The construction schedule is forecast to be 
approximately eight months. Assuming construction could start by end of June 2007, the 
project could complete by February 2008. The construction cost savings would offset any 
additional operational and support costs. 

Table 2. Alternative STF Proposal 

lura River Bridge and 
Connecting Road to Shinkay 
OCR 
ShinkayOCR 
Conned Segment 1with 
Se ment 3 

Total 

$ 1,783,860.28 

$ 1,119,136.82 

$ 2,998,996.00 

S 5,901,993.10 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

8,292.72 

12,660.47 

14,597.44 

35,550.64 

$ 1,670,625.00 

$ 1,643,125.00 

$ 1,372,030.00 

$ 4,685,780.00 

S 3,462,778.00 

$ 2,774,922.29 

S 4,385,623.44 

$ 10,623,323.74 

240 days 

110 days 

90 days 

240 da 5 

2 

3 

Based on this construction estimate, this proposal could result in cost savings of 
approximately $6.4 million compared to the original scope of works. In addition, UNOPS 
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could realize additional cost savings on the order of $1.0 million assuming that the L':J.Ta 
River Bridge and Shinkay DCR work could be completed concurrently. Savings would result 
from shared security resources. 

Based on the above, it is estimated that the proposed rescoping of the STF Segment 2 would 
result in savings sufficient to offset additional costs on the Secondary and District Roads 
program. 

In addition to the above fmancial update, please find attached copy of the UNOPS staffmg 
charts and a breakdown of the District Centre Roads project as requested at our last meeting. 
We look forward to discussing our program with you in further detail. Meanwhile, please let 
me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Curry, Program Manager 
USAID Secondary and District Roads 
Afghanistan Operations Centre 
United Nations Office for Project Services 

Attachments: 
1. UNOPS Secondary and District Roads Staffing Plan 
2. District Centre Roads Summary 

cc:	 , USAID ChiefofOIEE 
USAID Head of Roads 
JSAID Senior A&A Specialist 
,USAID CTO 

Mark Oviatt, UNOPS Country Director 
Wayne Curry, UNOPS Program Manager 

'\ UNOPS Deputy Program Manager 
o )\. u ) r, UNOPS Chief of Staff 

UNOPS Operations Engineer \	 I, UNOPS Procurement 
UNOPS Program Support Officer 
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@~§~Q IAFGHANISTAN
 
Oftke of AcquilidoD and AsliJtance 

15 September 2007 

Wayne Cuny, Program Manager 
USAID SccondaJy and District Roads 
United NatioDs Office for Project Services (UNOPS) 
Afghanistan Operations Center (AGOC) 
House No. 30, A & B, Park Pump Station Street 
Share-E-Naw, Kabul, Afghanistan 

Subject: Status Update to USAID Grant No. 306-0-00-00-04-005 15-00 

Reference: I UNOPS (W Cuny) email to USAID, dated 8/13/07. 
2. USAID 'follow up emails dated 9/3 & 9/12107 

Dear Mr. Cuny, 

I appreciate UNOPS' initiative to call for an audit of the subject Grant. 

As a reminder, and because USAID is the sole contributor under this program. it is requested 
that UNOPS consider examining and reporting fmdings on the following issues: 

I.	 Cost ovcmms associated with Segment B of the Soutbcm Strategy Roads; 
2.	 Procedures for inventory control, reporting and disposition (disposal and/or 

transfer); 
3.	 Internal financial controls as they relate to UNOPS' home office and field office; 
4.	 UNOPS field procurement procedures; 
5.	 Discerning the accuracy and reliability of UNOPS biUings to USAID for the full 

period of the Grant; 
6.	 Voucher examination and payment ofUNOPS field subcontractors 

UNOPS shall provide a full copy of the final audit report to my attention soon after it is 
available. 

I would also like to take tbis opportunity to remind UNOPS to comply with the all "Reporting 
Rl."quirements" under the Grant including reporting requirements related to the Southern 
Strategy Roads Program added in Modification 15 to the Grant. 

Si/JiJ/ 

Let me know if you want to sit and discuss any of this or if anything needs further 
clarification. 

Agreement Officer 

cc: 
no.'

M. ,-,"Ill. UNOPS 

U.S AgE!I1C)' for Intemahona/ OeYelopmem 
Grllal Massoud Road 
".abul 
Afghifustan 

leI (202) 216-6286 
Fax (202) 2'~288 ext 4162 
n!ID.lIwww.usaid.QOv!!ocalJonsJa5ia near easl/a!qhang 
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UNOPS (f) I' United Nations Office for PrOiect Services _...---- ... - - ~-- ...- .... - _..-..... -,--- -------_.__._-_._._-~-_ .._.._._._._._--_. 

November 14, 2007 

Agreement Officer 
Office of Acquisition and Assistance 
USAID/Afghanistan 
6180 Kabul Place 
Dulles. VA 20523 

Reference: USAID Grant No. 306-G-OO-OO-04-00515-00 
Secondary. District and Southern Task Force Roads Program 

Subject: Notice of Suspension of Construction Work on Segment A (45 to 79 km 
Section) 

Dear 

The United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) hereby provides notification that we 
have issued an order to our contractor, SAlTA, to immediately suspend construction work on 
Segment A (45 to 79 km section) of the Southern Task Force Road Project near Kandahar. 
The suspension of work is effective as of this date. 

The reasons for the suspension of work are as follows: 

UNOPS AGOC has been undergoing a detailed budget review of the entire Grant Program 
with specific emphasis on the STF Project and has found it necessary to immediately 
suspend construction operations on Segment A. In depth accounting scrutiny is ongoing 
and initial indications are there is insufficient funding to continue works on this project with 
certain exceptions mentioned below and or to allow for adequate funding to meet anticipated 
claim amounts. This work is suspended in accord with our Grant Agreement which 
precludes UNOPS from entering into financial obligations beyond provided funding. 
Exceptions to suspension of works include continuation of. minor works on the segment from 
45 to 52.6 kilometers; detailed survey and design work of the 45 to 79 kilometer segment. 
These two exceptions have already been funded and thus this ongoing work will not incur 
further costs. 

UNOPS has received additional claims of approximately $21 million from contractors 
associated with the Provincial (Secondary) Roads Program. We are currently in the process 
of reviewing the claims and arriving at decisions regarding each of them. We estimate the 
valid claims may be between $3 million and $3.5 million. As you know, UNOPS AGOC 
inherited the responsibility of the Provincial Roads claims from LBG, but had no 
responsibility for the errors in construction management that resulted in the previously 
settled and now additional new claims. 

wwv.;.\J'Iops.crg.of 



UNOPS. UnitedNations Office for Project Services
 
Afghanistan Operations Centre (AGOC) 

Initial indications are that should USAIO wish to complete Segment A, additional funding and 
time will be required to do so. UNOPS is also developing this data for USAIO's review'as 
well. The level of funding and time required to do so are yet to be developed and will require 
complete survey, design and development of a BOa. 

Our initial reviews show that although Segment A was originally planned to be firmlfixed 
price based on preliminary information provided by USAJD. This information subsequently 
proved, in many cases, to be inaccurate. Due primarily to this situation and increasing threat 
levels along the alignment, as well as the inability to perform full alignment survey and 
design (again due to security), this project transformed into cost plus. 

UNOPS will detail key events and circumstances we believe have led to this need to 
suspend works. 

Please note that this suspension of works on the STF is not impacting the timely (on 
schedule) completion of the District Roads projects whatsoever. 

UNOPS very much regrets the need for this current action to suspend works and respectfully 
reCluests USAID's concurrence for this action until such time as UNOPS can meet with 
USAID once preliminary financial and chronological data is developed. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

·N·NW.unops.org.at 
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USAID IAFGHANISTAN
 
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

MEMORANDUM 

" Contracting Officer To: 

USAID/Afghanistan, -D/Controlier FROM: 

SUBJECT:	 2007 Expenditure (Disbursement) Review of 
UNDP/UNOPS Provincial Reconstruction Team Quick 
Impact Projects (PRT/QIP) Cooperative Agreement-No: 
306-A-03-00509 

DATE:	 November 21, 2007 

I. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 

At the request of the Sr. A&A Specialist, ( (OAA) and with 
the concurrence of the Office of Acquisition and Assistance (OAA), the 
Office of Financial Management (OFM) conducted a review of 2007 
Expenditures (Disbursements) of UNDP/UNOPS, which is a U.S. 
based P.I.O. with offices in Kabul, Afghanistan. 

The main purposes of our review were to determine if 2007 
Expenditures (Disbursements) in the amount of $ 1,725,611.00 
reported by UNDP/UNOPS were allowable costs under the agreement 
and were adequately supported by proper documentation. 

II. SUMMARY RESULTS 

Our review disclosed that substantial amounts of UNDP/UNOPS 2007 
Expenditures (Disbursements) were not allowable costs, and/or were 
not adequately supported by proper documentation as indicated in 
Attachment 1 (worksheet). It is OFM's recommendation that a full 
independent audit be conducted as soon as possible to determine 
eligibility of expenditures for the entire agreement (9/30/03 - 12/31/06), 
and 2007 Expenditures (Disbursements) claimed by UNDP/UNOPS. 

U.S. Agency for International Development 
Great Massoud Road Tel: (202) 216-6288 
Kabul Fax: (202) 216-6288 ext. 4162 



III. REVIEW -FINDINGS 

A. Organizational Structure 

UNDP/UNOPS is a PIO that administers agreements with many
international donors and has program and administrative/accounting 
staff to implement these programs, and signed this Cooperative 
Agreement on 9/30/03. 

B. Operating Procedures 

We noted that employees associated with this program are no 
longer available since this program was completed on 12/31/06 and 
a few employees remained throughout 2007 (last day worked was 
o/a 07/31/07) to wind down final payments and close-out activities. 
UNDP/UNOPS did provide us with most copies of 2007 
Expenditures. (Disbursements) detailed transactions, however, 
many support documents are still missing as indicated in 
Attachment 1. In addition, UNDP/UNOPS did not provide us with a 
copy of its organizational chart and other operational documents 
including justification/authorization for 2007 'notional expenses' that 
we requested in our initial entrance conference. 

-c. Financial Management Policies and Procedures 

UNDP/UNOPS utilizes worldwide an automated (web-based) 
system called "ATLAS" to record its financial transactions. 
However, we did not review any of their systems during our initial 
entrance conference as that was not part of our review. 

Mr. Tushar Dighe. Financial Manager, gave an overall presentation 
of their financial and accounting processes and how transactions 
are approved and recorded in their daily and monthly activities. 

Monthly closing of all transactions are performed and reported to 
UNOPS N.V. Headquarters who is responsible for the timely 
submission of the Financial Report to USAID (SF 269) and to the 
GTO's. 

US Agency for International Development 
Great Massoud Road Tel: (202) 216-6288 
Kabul Fax: (202) 216-6288 ext. 4162 2 



C. Financial Management Policies and Procedures (continued) 

Based on our discussions with the Financial Manager and other 
financial management staff in our initial entrance conference, it 
appeared that there was a good internal control system and proper 
segregation of duties/responsibilities. 

However, our testing and observation of documents in support of 
the transactions indicated otherwise, and we noted that there was 
disarray in the filing and improper substantiation of documents for 
transactions, and general lack of adequate support for many of the 
expenditures (disbursements) selected for testing. 

IV. Recommendation 

Due to the selection and testing of 2007 Expenditure 
(Disbursement) transactions and our findings which are 
summarized in Attachment 1 (worksheet), we are recommending 
that an 'independent audit be conducted as soon as possible to 
determine the extent of unallowable/questioned costs 
(expenditures) for the entire agreement (9/30/03 - 12/31/06) and 
further substantiation be made of questioned 2007 Expenditures 
(Disbursements), and also to expedite c1ose-out of the agreement. 

We also noted that numerous payments to vendors were paid in 
cash without proper documents and/or signatures to indicate who 
was paid, the date of the payment, the amount of the payment, and 
the lack of witness name, signature and address to verify receipt of 
cash payment as is required on UNOPS payment forms. 

It is recommended that all cash transactions be kept to an absolute 
minimum and be properly identified and supported by proper 
authorizations, signatures, and witness name, address, and 
signature. 

Drafter: OFM (h)(h) (I-)(')} (c)
 

Review Participants: (10)((') lb)17){() OFM F/Analyst U')(b) (l~(JJl.() PE, PRT Field Engineer
 

u.s. Agency tor International Development 
Great Massoud Road Tel: (202) 216,6288 
Kabul Fax: (202) 216·6288 ext 4162 3 
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U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
 

INVESTIGATIONS
 

Memorandum Of Interview 

Case Title:	 UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview:	 November 23. 2007 
Person Interviewed: 

.-' Place of Interview: l'elepnomc 
f~ 

On the above refe'renced date, was interviewed telephonicallY from 
Afghanistan. After being appnsed ot the ottlclal identity of the agent, (bf1y11-) stated the 
following, in substance: 

," He was already in Afghanistan, employed as project manager for the international airport at 
Kabul, when he was approached by UNOPS. Its Secondary Roads project was in trnnhlf> 

and he was asked to assist. He was hired as a senior engineer on 6/24/05. 

r was running the project for UNOPS at that time but she was simply not qualitied tor the job. 
." ;,: . Eight weeks a~er he joined, i left and he took over. He resigned on 12/12/06. 
,.:..1.'. 

He inherited a mess. Construction was six months behind schedule and finances were out of 
control. No one knew what the costs were. UNOPS couldn't award additional contracts. 
The grant started at $35 million and was increased to about $200 million before he joined. 
When he started, the project was overcommitted by about $80 million. He calculated that 
figure himself after the USAID contact, Howard Blood (now deceased), said he would close 
the project if it was not better managed. 

He resigned because the UNOPS Country Director, Mark Oviatt, was "corrupt and a total 
buffoon." Oviatt arrived in 10/06 and became Director that December. That was the month 
he resigned, Oviatt is self serving and moved money around to serve his lifestyle. He 
selected his own guesthouse and took $200,000 of USAID grant money to renovate it. He 
paid for an armored vehicle and bodyguards the same way, Oviatt forced him to hire 
someone Oviatt knew from Iraq, was not qualified and the best he 
could do was offer him a $70,000 salary. Oviatt instructed him to hire( \ at $140,000. 

About $10 million of USAID grant money went to other projects in other countries, to 
include Sudan, Haiti, Sri Lanka and Dubai, This was done by Gary Helseth, Country 
Director before Oviatt. Helseth personally told him about these money transfers, Unlike 
Oviatt, Helseth did not do it to benefit himself or because he was corrupt. Helseth is very 
bright and knows the UN system well. He was unconventional in his methods. almost 
entrepreneurial. It made the UN uncomfortable. He moved money to other projects that 
needed it, expecting to bring it back when needed in Afghanistan. 

REPORT 'tADE BY:	 Name: Dale Signed: 

Signalure: 

_/~1 _ 
rhl~ document I; the pr,·pen:. (If the Office (If Inspector General alld!,mnol be [epn,dueetl .,r cupled ·... ,tlloul WIIlI"n pcmllssmn DI,.:!osutC Ie, 
un:ltIlhorizeJ rel~')IIS i~ pl"hihtcd Public availabJiily is i1etenniIlL-d ullllel Title ~ L' S ( §552 



Memorandum of Interview 

Pa~e 2 

In Septemher or Odoher 2005, the $RO million (lVCr commitment pushed his hudget up to 
$2XO or $300 million on the now-comhined Louie Bergcr/UNOPS l:SAID ProjcL't. It was 
still expl:ded that UNOPS would huild 1.000 km of scaled road. Around 2/06 an 
Jmcndment to the grant raised the budget to around $310 million. which should have 
improved things. However as money had heen divcrted, his actual hudget was $300 million. 

In 7/06 he sent a memo to USAID advising that he would he $10 million short. AID 
brought him in and advised that they wanted him to augment the grant with the Southern 
Strategy - ahout 2C)0 km of road outside Kandahar, a dangerous area - for another $70 
million. The grant was now approaching $400 million hut hc was still missing $10 million. 

Helseth wanted to set up a regional office in Dubai. He heard that the Emeriti government 
gave the UN a building for free. Money was sent, however, to augment staff. UNOPS was 
moving its hcadquaI1erS from New York and Helseth wanted the new location to he Dubai. 
He hired staff to ramp up for this and helieves that is where the money went. In the end, the 
UNOPS headquarters was relocated to Copenhagen. He doesn't know what happened to the 
hiredstaf[ both Australian employees 
of UNOPS, wcre there - still are - and can provide more in turmation on this. Helseth is 
now in Kabul consulting for the Afghan government. 

(b ) 

istheUNOPS COO in Kabul. ( ) wife, 
has worked in finance for UNOPS for a long time - hefore he ( started working 
there. They both know ahout Oviatt's nepotism and how he diverted AID grant money to 
develop his guesthouse. 

) was his UNOPS CFO and is "outstanding." She knows the UN very well and 
can rrovide the story on misappropriated money, induding Oviatt's expenditures. She was 
pressured hy Oviatt to create ways to cover up her adions on his hchalf. Sh~ leaves 
Afghanistan next week. He will get the interviewillg agent her l:<lntact in Il'l fill at ion. 

lie knew ( from the PRT [provim:ial Rel'llnstrudion Team/f)1 P I. She spllke of 
similar prllhlcms ,... ith the QIP. She is very credihle. 

lie n:turned to I iNC >PS for one month in 2'07. I!NC)PS asked him til heir stahili/e the 
prllgram. lie agn:ed til UO it fllr fi.,ur wccks until they filuml a replaccmcnt. In that tillle. hc 
I:llrnx:tl:d anothcr ~.;:' millilln in mistake". Oil his last day, hL' md filr two hlll!f' "ith his 
n:plaI:L·l11ent. Wayne Curry. another frlclld of(h'iatl', fi'lIm Iraq. 

lie i." II11W \\·lIll ing Ii Ir Afghun husi ne""mcn who approached him atier he len I ;1\,j ( J/'S. llis 
1:1I11trad cxrin:s in 4 (J~. 

I \( )f'~ "a\\ fhi" ~r,lIlt ..... it:-. L'ash l·ll\'. It \\.1" the 1I11 1st pII\\l'l'ful pnl~r;111l In \1!.!h,lIli ... tall 
I Ill' \\ IhlIL- tlliJI~ tllmnl lIut III hl' \ lT~ di ...apl'lIll1flllg. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Tide: UNDP Case Number:
 
Date of Interview: November 26. 2007
 
Person Interviewed:
 
Place of Interview: Telephonic (
 

On the above referenced date, ) was interviewed telep.!lO!1ically from 
Afghanistan. After being apposed ot the ofticial identity of the agent, ( ) stated the following, 
in substance: 

She has served as the Senior Program Support Officer for the Secondary Roads project since 
4/06. She is leaving the country in three days, on 11/29/07. She cannot bear it anymore and 
needs to leave. She is "completely disgusted with UNOPS." The project overspent and 
asked for a no cost extension beyond its planned 12/07 termination date. She used the 
budgetary situation as an opportunity to leave early - to save the project her salary and 
related expenses for a month. She will return home to Senegal. 

Wayne Curry, an American, has been in charge of the project as Program Manager/Chief of 
Party since 2/07. He was brought in by Mark Oviatt and was in Iraq and the West Bank 
prior to Afghanistan. Curry cannot understand the simplest related concept, cannot read a 
spread sheet and is totally unqualified for the job. She has no authority or ability to delegate 
yet when things go wrong - as they often do under him - he blames her. None of this 
delays, cost escalations, project failings - is her responsibility, but he is trying to make it 
seem like it is.' (phon.), a former HR officer, told her that she and Oviatt 
disagreed over recruiting Curry'( . a South African now in Dubai, knew she would 
lose her job over the issue. Oviatt hred her soon after Curry was hired. 

To protect herself, she plans to back up all her records and emails before she goes home. 

UNOPS makes a habit of conducting funny financial practices. Whether the project has 
money or not, they spend like money was no object. Money was freely moved to and from 
other awards. Gary Helseth, UNOPS Director before Oviatt, started the practice. About 
$2.2 million has been returned to Secondary Roads. Fees are normally charged on the 
transfers - but are only charged once. Fees are charged by the Copenhagen office. Internal 
software tracks all this. She is aware of about $6 million that has gone out of this project to 
other projects in Afghanistan and to other countries. 

REPORT MADE BY: Name: SA Date Signed: 

Signature: )( \--------J #~t41
 
This document IS the property of the Office of lnspector General and qaMOI oe rep/IJuu~cu VI ""1'''.: WIthout written pemusslOn. Disclosure to 
unauthonzed persons IS prohibited. Public availability is determined under Title 5 U S.C§552 
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Memorandum of Interviev 

page 1. 

She knows that some money was sent to Dubai to purchase furniture and to pay staff. Some 
60 million Japanese yen was spent (approx US $500,000), possibly on furniture. 

She heard that Oviatt may have used some project funds to refurbish his house but she does 
not believe he did it with Secondary Roads money. 

She has no friends at UNOPS and keeps to herself. She is not close enough to Oviatt for 
him to ask her or pressure her to cover for him. Tushar Dighe [Advisor to the Country 
Director], is the only competent, positive person there. He called her a couple weeks ago 
and asked if she could meet with someone from the Inspector General's office. She told him 
she was busy but could find time. He was supposed to call back but never did. 

She will provide the agent with email address. 

Her personal email address is 
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On several occasions throughout this investigation, the reporting agent (RA) attempted to 
contact UNDP Afghanistan Assistant Countrv Director Sophie Baranes. The first email 
was sent to her work email on I 1/21/07. Another on 12/3/07. 
The next day, Baranes responded that she was on leave and did not have access to the 
Afghanistan files. She confirmed that the RA was interested in the UNOPS Quick Impact 
Program and suggested that he contact her colleague, Eugena Song, Donor Relations 
Officer who was "very familiar with the QIP background and should be able to answer 
your questions." Baranes suggested that official correspondences also be addressed to 
their Deputy Country Operations in Kabul, Mr. Carlos Haddad, whom she copied. 

The RA forwarded that message to Song on 12/12 and requested an interview. Song 
never responded. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

RECORDS REVIEW
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Review: December 6, 2007 
Place of Review: RIG Manila 

During a visit to the USAIDIAfghanistan Mission in Kabul, the reporting agent received a copy 
of the Report ofthe UNDP Office ofAudit and Performance Review on internal audit services to 
UNOPS in 2006 from ) ~of Anny Corps ofEngineers. The following was noted: 

•	 Overall rating of Afghanistan Programme Implementation Facility - "partially satisfactory" 
except in the area ofmanaging project budgets and expenditures, which is considered 
"deficient". The key issues are: (i) incurring expenditures in the absence or in excess of 
approved budgets; (ii) strengthening the monitoring and follow-up of long-outstanding cash 
advances ... [Paragraph 31b] 

•	 For four projects in Afghanistan - (i) in one case, significant expenditures were incurred in 
the absence of funds received, resulting in a fund deficit; (ii) in one case, significant 
expenditures incurred during prior years were transferred to another project during activity 
year 2005, resulting in a significant credit balance and a mismatch of expenditures by year; 
(iii) in two cases, material adjustments in expenditures could not be verified because the 
supporting records were not made available at the time of the audit. [P 35b] 

•	 Of the 75 recommendations in this report, 32 (43%) are considered ofhigh importance 
(action considered imperative to ensure that UNOPS is not exposed to high risks, that is, 
where failure to take action could result in critical or major consequences for the 
organization) and 40 (53%) are ofmedium importance (action considered necessary to avoid 
exposure to significant risks). Total high/medium importance: 96%. [P 38] 

•	 A recurrent high priority recommendation pertains to incurring ofexpenditures, specifically, 
those in excess of approved budget or funds received. [P 40a] 

•	 An analysis of the causes ofaudit issues indicated that the most common is a failure to 
comply with pertinent regulations, rules and procedures. [P 41] 

•	 OAPR provided advise on the unreconciled difference in the inter-office vouchers between 
UNOPS and UNDP records...OAPR reviewed the unreconciled balance of$7.1 
million... that remained from the initial amount of$69.6 million at the start of2006. [P 51] 

• Annex I: Afghanistan Programme Implementation Facility, recurrent and/or high priority 
recommendations #3: Efforts should be made to secure additional funding to cover the $3.2 
million deficit. UNOPS Mgmt Comments: UNOPS agrees that over-expenditure on project 
budgets, without agreement from the client violates the Financial Rules and Regulations. 
The UNOPS Deputy Executive Director has instructed the Country Coordinator, 
Afghanistan, to take appropriate corrective action... 

-RE'--PO~RT"""M"""AD-::-::E:-::B-:-:Y'-' -----NC":""a-m-e·-----::-SA ( 

ThIs document IS the property of the Office of Inspector General qacannot be reproduced or copied without written permission. Disclosure to 
unauthonzed persons IS prohIbIted Public availabiltty IS determined under Title 5 U.S.C.§SS2. 
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U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
 

INVESTIGATIONS
 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number: 
Date of Interview: December 11, 2007 
Person Interviewed: 
Place of Interview: Telephonic·' 

On the above referenced date,' C was interviewed telephonically from Jerusalem, 
Israel. After being apprised of the official identity of the agent, (A)stated the following, in 
substance: 

He was already employed by UNOPS when he started serving as UNOPS Project Manager 
for the USAID/Afghanistan Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) in 6/06. The project 
ended in 12/06 but he stayed in country until around 4/07. He would have stayed in 
Afghanistan but he was offered a better position with UNOPS in Jerusalem. 

UNDP was the United Nations' money holder for the Quick Impact Program (QIP). UNDP 
answered to the donor and undertook financial control and oversight. He is not sure that it 
was effectively managed and believes it would have been better and clearer ifUNOPS did it 
all. 

,was the PRT Project Manager from 2005 until Jan or Feb 2006. He was 
released from the project, he heard, because he was not up to the job and had 
communication problems with AID. The last he heard,(\ ) ~as with a private company 
in Afghanistan. They were not friends; he just saw him a couple times on the UN 
compound. He will look for ( email or phone number and will forward to the agent. 

) served as the temporary PRT Project Manager after ) She had a very 
good relatIonship with AID which is why UNOPS wanted to keep her. However, she was 
not an engineer and she had management style issues. Most critlr:lily, MId the 
pennanent project manager who was later brought in, did not get along. This 
makes some sense as it is hard to share a position like that. ' )~ad the ear of AID; she 
had an excellent relationship with Colonel <' ) who was the lead engineer for AID on 
this. The two of them undertook a series of actions based on verbal ~av 1;0, unsupported by 
any documentation. This became a financial issue. ( land ( relationship soured 
because ofthis ) sent an unprofessional email t((I') ) land the Country Director, 
Gary Helseth, nred him because of it. (f ) Nas also jet go. 

( 
REPORT MADE BY: Name: SA. Date Signed: 

_____Si_enat_ure:_ J~/~f 
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rage J. 

) 
One significant verbal agreement betweer'( hnd t \ that became an issue had to 
do with usage of a UNOPS-contracted helicopter. C later denied entering into this 
agreement. This became a $350,000 expense and AID, specifically , started 
taking tougher stands on such expenditures. 

When he arrived, he identified a $2.5 or $3 million financial shortfall. This was the result of 
several factors, including expenses such as security personnel not being properly accounted 
for and confusion between expenditures and commitments as reported to AID. $1 million 
had been committed but was missed in programmatic reporting. This is an example of how 
things would have been done better ifUNDP was not involved. 

• 
He reported this to AID and he and:( ~resolved the issue. UNOPS swallowed 
$1 million and AID covered the rest. Part of the problem was that AID was supposed to pay 
$24 million for the project, however it was initially funded at only $23 million. AID never 
committed to pay the other million so that was an immediate $1 million shortfall. Security 
personnel, vehicles, the helicopter situation already mentioned, and similar items accounted 
for another $1 million. The third million was lost as a result ofbad reporting. 

He is not aware of any money going to other projects. UNDP collected an overhead, called 
F&A, of about 7%. Some of the F&A money might have gone to projects in other countries, 
however that was all above board and done with the full knowledge of AID. 

UNOPS received its money as advances from UNDP. The first traunch, received before he 
arrived, was for about $15 million. Projects stilI needed approval from AID. However, AID 
only looked at the projects' direct costs and did not consider indirect expenses, such as the 
F&A. This led to other problems. He is not sure if there was a delay in funding from 
UNDP or if the process was just slow and archaic. There was a delay in getting the million 
dollars ~' ) • agreed to provide. It finally came in late 10/06, after a six or eight week 
delay. Then UNDP was slow in getting it to UNOPS. Other than that, money was received 
timely from UNDP. 

UNOPS had discussed a no cost extension with AID to close the project out properly. As 
UNDP had the agreement with AID, this had to go through them. UNDP was late in getting 
the letter to AID and AID denied the request. 

While he was there, UNOPS always sought tenders from at least three local contractors for 
each project. UNOPS constructed the Bills of Quantity (BOQs) as many of the locals were 
illiterate. The BOQs were based on the AID design and were simple to understand. Bidders 
supplied the rates. 90% of them had to be corrected as the figures rarely added up. The 
locals had no software for this. Figures were not manipulated, just corrected. Generally, 
UNOPS went for the cheapest bidder, which was not always the best bidder. 

------_.._---- . 
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While he was there, the AID Mission always got exactly what it asked for. He had not heard 
that AID was unable to get documents it had requested. He provided all BOQs, designs and 
more. He had been sent in to fix relations with AID, which he did. He never denied AID 
anything. Internal problems between O ,and G \ ~created the next issue but he was 
not really involved with that. 

Mark Oviatt was there for the last three months he ( was in country. He was in 
country when Oviatt had the VIP guesthouse renovated. This was done with money from 
the UNOPS admin budget. He is "pretty sure" ofthat. the Ops Manager 
told him that. The admin budget came from project fee~. 

Before he arrived, the Qalat airfield was approved with a $300,000 budget. This was never 
realistic. ' t$~ •handled it. Not only was the construction not enough for what needed to be 
done - in a J~Jgerous area, furthermore - but finance was needed for maintenance. Ruts 
needed to be corrected immediately. That did not happen. He told Colonel ( this. 

response was that maintpnance was not an AID issue but a military one. tie has 
an emaIl to this effect from l ~and will forward it. 

The Tamak Bridge was also constructed before his time. As he understood it, it was 
designed for a different location. A local official insisted it be moved but no re-design was 
conducted. They did some land reclamation and moved forward with the construction. The 
first winter was heavy and there were no issues. Then there were freak floods, huge rains. 
Water hit the bottom of the bridge; this was attested to by local witnesses and photos taken. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Memorandum Of Interview
 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number 
Date of Interview: December 12,2007 
Person Interviewed: . 

Place of Interview: Telephonic 

On the above referenced date (12/11107 in the US), • was interviewed 
telephonically from his residence in the Washington, DC metro area. Already apprised of the 
official identity of the agent, stated the following, in substance: 

He was Deputy Mission Director at USAIDIAfghanistan from 7106 until 7/07. He is 
currently detailed to the USAID Human Resources Office in the Ronald Reagan Building as 
he awaits his Senate confirmation as Development Advisor to the New Africa Command in 
Stuttgart, Germany. 

He was against any extension of the UNDPIUNOPS Quick Impact Program (QIP). UNOPS 
overspent, committed money not allocated, left projects uncompleted and was unresponsive 
to complaints on projects they did complete. It was finally agreed to extend the project to 
March for closeout and in order to get a final accounting. That was never received. No 
additional money was provided, however. UNOPS said its list ofproject would be finished; 
many were not. 

USAID had no basis to question the $5 million that UNDP drew from its letter of credit 
(LOC) in 2007, in spite of the fact that the QIP ended on 12/31/06. The UN had up to nine 
months to make final payments on grant expenses, so long as all expenses were incurred 
during the time of the award. The Mission had no way to confirm that all expenses were 
properly incurred and there was no way to get that information. While he was there, the 
Mission did not get anything to support the $5 million withdrawn. However, again, it was 
not illegal for UNDP to make the withdrawal. There was no basis to disallow it. 

A LOC was totally inappropriate for this kind of award as there was no way to monitor 
disbursements. There was no accountability and no audit ability. He wanted to close the 
LaC and put the UN on a payment liquidation process. 

He is unaware of any more draw downs after the $5 million. fUSAIDI 
Afghanistan Contract Negotiator] sent a message to Washington to freeze the Lac. 

RF.PORT MADE B\': :"lame: S."" D.le Sillnrd: 

Sign.lun: 

__J~Df ,__ 
Thl~ ,Io( unll'nl I- Ih.. pH'pert)' of the (Illi~c of Iml'c<:lnr General Mid "annol be rc:prnuu_cu '" "" " .. "'l1hou( wnllen penOJ~~Il," Dlsdl>sure 10 
un~uth(lnzcd pe~ons I'> proluhllcd l'uhll~ availability IS determmed under I Jlle 5 US (' §552 
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He knew Mark Oviatt from Iraq when Oviatt worked for IRG. Oviatt came to Afghanistan 
in the spring of2007, shortly before he ) left. He and Oviatt met with UNDP's 
financial directors from New York, primarily to discuss the Secondary Roads project which 
was $10 million overdrawn at the time. It was at this time that he learned that UNDP, not 
UNOPS, managed the LOC. He was not prepared to continue with the LOC and he also 
wanted to review the 7% fee that UNDP was charging and reduce it to 5%. The UNDP 
representatives responded by advising that operating in Afghanistan w;s too expensive to 
allow a reduction in their fee structure. UNOPS did agree to change the liquidation 
methodology but that did not take effect while he was still in country. 

He does not recall ever discussing the QIP LOC or related financial situation with Oviatt. 
He has no idea why UNDP drew the amount of $5.1 million on the day it did so. 

The UN had a $15 million overrun on its elections project. $4.8 million was attributed by 
the UN as the amount to be covered by USAID. He never said that QIP money should be 
used to cover this. In fact, he prepared a letter for Ambassador Newman pledging to pay the 
$4.8 million pending availability of funds. The Ambassador signed it but no money was 
available. They were waiting for the Afghanistan supplemental to be approved by Congress. 
Moving money from one project to another never even came up. 

Secondary Roads was overdrawn pursuant to delays in work due to security problems and 
the need for corresponding engineering changes. He never heard that UNOPS was moving 
money from this to other projects. 

The USAID UNOPS project manager was ( until December when ( 
took over. He never received any complaints on her. ~and he had some 

heated discussion, however, on UNOPS. In 10/06 she told him there were problems in 
UNOPS' commitment and expenditure reporting. He brought in Regional Legal Advisor 

who advised that the Contracting and Controller's Offices needed to get a 
full accounting of the project. felt that she ann the PRT had it under control and 
could handle it. Furthermore, at the time now her husband, was the 
Deputy Controller. He was serving as her Intormal advisor to help solve this problem. He 

) told :( )lthat the Controller's office needed to beformally involved under Jim 
Ahn, the LontrolIer, not the deputy. He doesn't know how she felt about that but she acted 
as instructed. 

UNOPS was the only implementing partner in many areas of the country where USAID 
wanted to go, strategically. They needed, however, to identify ways to better safeguard 
AID's money. That the UN is a public international organization providing limited audit 
rights was a problem. They tried to change this. The UN would not grant audit rights but 
agreed to give more access to their records before he left. 
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From: 
(Philippines/RIG)

"~Phjlippines/RIG) 
Sent: 'v'VIIUa¥, LJecember 17. 2007 5:26 prv1 
To: 
Subject: Request for assistance trom USAID OIG 

Attachments: UNDP Doc request.doc 

UNDP Doc 
request.doc (39 KB) 

Hello 

I apologize for the delay in contacting you again. I hope all is well in New York. 

I tried to go as far as I could without having to request your assistance. I now 
find that I am hitting a wall. If you can help, I'd be obliged. 

I am investigating activities that occurred pursuant to a UNDP cooperative 
agreement with USAID/Afghanistan, namely the Quick Impact Projects under the 
Provincial Reconstruction Teams. I met with UNOPS officials in Kabul (UNOPS 
executed the projects) and requested documents. My request was denred, they 
advised me, because the award was actually with UNDP, not UNOPS. I cannot 
get anyone at UNDP to speak with' me, which makes it hard to ask them for 
documents. I am attaching a slightly modified version of the request I provided to 
UNOPS. Can you help? 

I have also been trying to contact UNDP staff (Sophia Baranes, Eugena Song) to 
set up appointments to speak telephonically, but they have not responded. Is 
there a way you can encourage Ms. Baranes or Ms. Song to speak with me? I 
understand that the UN has immunity; at the same time, USAID expects that its 
partners would be cooperative with all official requests from the Inspector 
General. Before I report to the Agency that the UN refused to cooperate, I 
thought I'd run it by you. 

Of course, let me know if you have questions or if you wish to discuss anything. 

Thank you very much (~)(k-) (1))(1)(C.) for any assistance you may be able to provide. 

Best regards, 

Special Agent 
US/'IO/Manila RIG/I 



Request for UNDP Assistance 
From USAID Office ofInspector General 

Documents and records requested: 

The following documents in the possession, custody or control of the United Nations 
Development Programme, its designee or subcontractor, relating to work and events 
transpiring under the USAID/Afghanistan Quick-Impact Projects (QIP), No. 306-A-00
03-00509-00, including, but not limited to: 

All documents related to the following projects: 

1.	 PRTBYN002 - Bailey Bridges Procurement 
2.	 PRTBYN005 - Construction of District Government Buildings 
3.	 PRTBYN017 - Construction ofDistrict GoveIllIIfent Buildings 
4.	 PRTBYN018 - Construction ofDistrict Government Buildings 
5.	 PRTBYN012/12A - Abutments for/Erection ofBailey Bridge at Shar-Naw 
6.	 PRTJBD036 - Base and Sub-base for 6,387 m ofRoad 
7.	 PRTKDH018A - Renovation ofK.andahar Airport Terminal Building, Phase 1 
8.	 PRTLKGOOI - Refurbish and Expand ofProvincial Courthouse 
9.	 PRTTKTOOI - FM Radio Station in Tirin Kowt 
10. PRTQLT002 - Provincial Department of Women's Affairs 
11. PRTQLTO11 - Da Afghan Bank Branch Building 
12. PRTKDH005 - Tarnak River Bridge 
13. PRTQLT004 - Qalat Air Strip 
14. PRTQLT012 - Shaha Joy Hospital Refurbishment 
15. PRTKBL037 - National Program Support Office 

Documents to include but not be limited to complete sets of: 

•	 Requests for Quotes (RFQs)/all corresponding bids received; 
•	 Initial UNOPS Bills of Quantity (BOQ), BOQs as completed by bidders, winning
 

BOQs, and final BOQs signed by contractors stating work performed;
 
•	 Contracts with local irnplementers; 
•	 Records of payments (bank transfers, cash payments, etc.), including indication of
 

project retention fee withholdings and their eventual payment to contractors;
 
•	 All project monitoring reports; 
•	 Correspondence with contractors; 
•	 Project designs and change orders/cost additions and deductions; 

.•	 Accounting of all QIP funds transferred/used for non-QIP projects, including bank 
transfer records; 

•	 Accounting of non-QIP funds transferred/used for QIP projects, including bank 
transfer records; 

•	 Accounting of all funds withdrawn from the cognizant letter of credit in calendar year 
2007; 

•	 List. status and cost of equipment procured for. associated with these projects 

--_._----- -_. 
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.(Philippines/RIG) 

From: Philippines/RIG)
 

Sent: Friday, March 07, 2008 8:48 AM
 

To: 

SUbject: USAID OIG meeting request 

v1r. ( 

My name is· ). I am an investigator with the USAID Office of Inspector General. I am based in 
v1anila. but have regional coverage, to include Afghanistan. I am requesting an interview with you to discuss 
activities that occurred under the UNDP's USAID agreement 306-A-OO-03-00509-00. Quick Impact Program 
~QIP). I would also like to speak with Sophie Baranes and/or Eugena Song. if that is possible. I am available 
,0 in New York City on the afternoon of April 7. or the morning of April 8. If that is not possible, please let me 
Know if another location (Kabul?) suits you better. Obviously if you have questions, please let me know. 

rhanks you. sir. I look forward to meeting you. 

Regards, 

::>peclal Agent
 
USAID/Manila RIG/I
 

1/. ') 'Office)
 
) (Mobile) 

1'( ) (-) (Fax)
-,' rgJUSAID.Gov 

.: '1 C ' .... rd,Q 
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(Philippines/RIG) 

From: (Philippines/RIG) 

Page 1 of: 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 200810:12 AM 

To: 

SUbject: RE: Out of Office: USAID OIG meeting request 

Attachments: UNDP Doc request.doc 

fhank you for your assistance. I am back in Manila today and will be here through the end of this week. 
Attached is a list of documents I am also interested in reviewing (apologies - I was unable to upload this from 
my TDY account in Kabul). Please note, however, that I still hope to get answers to the below questions as 
mon as possible. No need to wait until the documents are corralled to respond to the questions. If you can at 
least get back to me by Friday, March 28 as to how things are looking (Le. when I may look forward to hearing 
I:>ack on these two fronts) it would be greatly appreciated. My access to work email may be limited while I am 
n the US, however I do expect to check my TDY account 

Thank you, 

.=rom: [mailto:~ 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2008 10:09 AM 
ro: € ~(Philippines/RIG) 
iubject: RE: Out of Office: USAlD OIG meeting request 

Jear 

Thanks for your follow-up message. 

{ou may have misunderstood my statement, which I like to repeat. I have explained to you that my personal knowledge of this case is very 
irnited. That is why a face-to-face meeting at this time would not be very useful to you. I have further explained that several colleagues from the 

office have worked on this project. Therefore, the knowledge is spread over several people. Therefore, I have requested the questions from you in 
')rder to know how and who is best positioned to answer your queries. 

, will try to get back to you with the limits of my authority. 

jest regards, 

=rom: (Philippines/RIG) [mailto;
 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2008 S:37 PM
 
To:
 
iubject: RE: Out of Office: USAID OIG meeting request
 

rhank you for your time on the telephone this morning. While I was disappointed that you feel an in-person meeting here in Kabul 
would be unproductive. I do appreciate your willingness to answer my emailed questions. Please note that I have been trying for 
some time to secure answers and documents from your office. My hope is that these questions may be answered by Friday, March 
~8, 2008. However, as I mentioned in my earlier email to you, I will be in New York on April 7 and would be willing to meet with any 
JNDP representative on that date to discuss these matters. One refrain I have heard several times is that answers cannot come 
from UNDP as UNOPS did the work. As I am sure you will understand, this is not acceptable to the OIG as the USAID award was 
vith UNDP. My questions pertain to the PRT Quick Impact Project. 306-A-OO-03-00509-00 and are: . 
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I.	 What person or persons determined that $5,116,520 would be drawn from the letter of credit in the first quarter of CY 2007 
and $1,589,722 in the second quarter of CY 20077 

2. 
3. 

How, exactly, were these figures compiled? 
How, exactly, was this money spent? Please provide detailed expense reports, not generic statements. 

4.	 Who is the person who physically withdrew the money from the LaC? 
5.	 What is the status of the final financial statement and inventory of non-expendable property that you assured Carl Rahmaan 

USAID Deputy Director, he would receive in a letter dated 18 April, 20077 
6.	 What is the present contact information for Eugena Song and Sophie Baranes? 
7.	 What knowledge does UNDP have - when did it learn it and how - that UNOPS was transferring QIP funds to non-QIP 

projects? 

previously requested documents from the UNDP. None were provided. Unfortunately I cannot upload the list now, but will 
Jndeavor to do so tomorrow. Please do not hesitate to contact me for clarification on any of these matters. My offer to meet here ir 
Kabul stands. I would be available tomorrow afternoon (Monday). I may be contacted at" 

·hank you very much. 

.:>
 
USAID RIGII Manila
 

from: t ) [mailto:~
 
Sen'" I=rirli! Mqrch 07, 2008 8:49 AM
 
ro: bXbXb ) (Philippines/RIG)
 

';ubject: Out of Office: USAID OIG meeting request
 

am on leave	 n will back to the office on the morning of March 11, 2008. During this time, I will not be able to reply to your emails. (
' will be the Officer-in-Charge of Operations. Kindly forward official business to him. 

Best regards. 

(this is an automated mes!jage) 

1 '1/ I/(I(IQ 



Request for UNDP Assistance 
From USAID Office of Inspector General 

Documents and records requested: 

The following documents in the possession, custody or control of the United Nations 
Development Progranune, its designee or subcontractor, relating to work and events 
transpiring under the USAID/Afghanistan Quick Impact Projects (QIP), No. 306-A-00
03-00509-00, including, but not limited to: 

All documents related to the following projects: 

1.	 PRTBYN002 - Bailey Bridges Procurement 
2.	 PRTBYN005 - Construction ofDistrict Government Buildings 
3.	 PRTBYN017 - Construction ofDistrict Government Buildings· 
4.	 PRTBYN018 - Construction ofDistrict Government Buildings 
5.	 PRTBYNOI2/12A - Abutments forlErection ofBailey Bridge at Shar-Naw 
6.	 PRTJBD036 - Base and Sub-base for 6,387 m of Road 
7.	 PRTKDHO18A - Renovation ofKandahar Airport Terminal Building, Phase 1 
8.	 PRTLKGOO1. - Refurbish and Expand ofProvincial Courthouse 
9.	 PRTTKTOOl- PM Radio Station in Tirin Kowt 
10. PRTQLT002 - Provincial Department of Women's Affairs 
11. PRTQLT011 - Da Afghan Bank Branch Building 
12. PRTKDH005 - Tarnak River Bridge 
13. PRTQLT004 - Qalat Air Strip . 
14. PRTQLT012 - Shaha Joy Hospital Refurbishment 
15. PRTKBL037 - National Program Support Office 

Documents to include but not be limited to complete sets of: 

•	 Requests for Quotes (RFQs)/all corresponding bids received; 
•	 Initial UNOPS Bills of Quantity (BOQ), BOQs as completed by bidders, winning 

BOQs, and fmal BOQs signed by contractors stating work performed; 
•	 Contracts with local implementers; 
•	 Records of payments (bank transfers, cash payments, etc.), including indication of 

project retention fee withholdings and their eventual payment to contractors; 
•	 All project monitoring reports; 
•	 Correspondence with contractors; 
•	 Project designs and change orders/cost additions and deductions; 
•	 Accounting of all QIP funds transferred/used for non-QIP projects, including bank 

transfer records; 
•	 Accounting ofnon-QIP funds transferred/used for QIP projects, including bank 

transfer records; 
•	 Accounting of all funds withdrawn from the cognizant letter of credit in calendar year 

2007; 
•	 List. status and cost of equipment procured for/associated with these projects 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

INVESTIGAnONS 

Memorandum Of Interview 

Case Title: UNDP Case Number:t 

Date of Interview: March 25. 2008 
Penon Interviewed: 
Place of Interview: Telephonic 

On the above referenced date, ( was interviewed telephonically from the Washinsrton, 
DC metro area. From 8/07, the reporting agent (RA) tried to interview(b ) however; ) 
refused to be interviewed. Finally. after being served a subpoena to appear in front of a Southern 
District ofNew York Grand Jurv.( )agreedto be interviewed. Already apprised of the 
official identity of the agent,( ),stated the following, in substance: 

She was employed by UNOPS [the United Nations Office ofProject Services] from on or 
about 10/05 until approximately 6/06. A contact ofhers, who she met 
while serving with the military in Iraq, gave her number to Gary Helseth. After completing 
the UN's application process, she was hired. She started as a project manager in Mghan
istan and after the New Year took over the Quick Impact Program. 

She is not an engineer. She is a project-oriented person, however, and expected to serve as 
someone's deputy. Initially she helped with UNOPS staffand coordinated with USAID and 
the State Department. UNOPS had started a lot ofnew projects, building schools, roads, 
etc., and things were in a state of transition. Managerial decision making was needed. She 
had contacts at AID and State and immediately started to focus on the projects that needed 
attention. She quickly developed a close working relationship with and' ( 

who were overseeing the projects for USAID. 
( 

She flew to Qalat two or three times, traveling with ;( and ( ) She reported 
back to her boss, Helseth, that the airstrip and other projects were not progressing. She and 

( ,devised a plan of action for the airstrip. The contract needed to be re-bid and
 
started from scratch. That was undertaken at the time of her departure from UNOPS,
 
however no actual construction had occurred.
 

The problem as she saw it was that no one from UNOPS or USAID had been to the site to 
confmn operations before progress reports were sent, by ) .the UNOPS PRT 
Program Manager, to AID. ~ had never been to Qalat. When she saw the state of the 
airstrip, she thought it "shocJong" that no real work had befar ~nnp.. She reported this to 
Helseth, who wanted to fix the situation. Helseth removed(~ ) md put her in his place. 

REPORT MADE BV:	 Name: Date slgDed: 

Sig_ture: 3/25108 

----------------M:-~~: ------------ 
This document is the property of the Office of Inspector General and cannot be reproduced or copied without written permission. Disclosure 10 
unauthorized persons is prohibited. Public availability is determined under Title S U.S.C.§SS2. 
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She was never invplved with the compilation or provision ofupdates or other data to 
USAID. She considered it her job to confinn the infonnation that~;t1))tad already sent. 
Though she is not technically sure of what was reported to AID, she believes that the airstrip 
had not been accurately reported. She found the project to be very much delayed. She 
believes that the strip was supposed to have an asphalt top and be comprised of gravel. 
What she saw looked to her to be a tactical strip. It was dirt. She was surprised at how 
much it cost. She told Helseth that they needed to bring in a team ofengineers to address 
this. Helseth arranged for two UN engineers to come in. She does not remember their 
names. seemed happy with that. Work seemed to be starting when she left. 

She also went to see the Tarnak Bridge. She reported to Helseth that there were problems 
there, too. A plan of action was detennined, needed people were hired. The same two 
engineers who were dispatched to the airstrip came to the bridge. As with the airstrip, 
(~~~~i) reports to AID on the bridge's construction and£rogress were not accurate. Once 
again no one from USAID or UNOPS was confIrming <h't~) \ data. A UNOPS employee 
who was working on this project was let go. She does not recall his name. 

The situation at the Judicial Center was the same. Reports were not accurate and had not 
been verifIed on the ground. She thought that project was also going to be turned around but 
she did not stay long enough to witness it. 

( ~ 
She thought that she had a good connection with the Ambassador, ( _.and'( 
She was getting ~gs done. She is not sure what happened. Maybe Helseth was jealouS. 
Nothing specific happened between them; Helseth surori~d her bv not wanting her to
 
continue. He brought in someone else from the UN - ) - to work on the PRT.
 

d'd rk II ·th· ( and d h b I had 1· hi
 
I 1 not wo we WI I (b Xd I ( :)·an S e are y any re atIons p
 

witlihim at all. USAID wanted' t removed and after only one or two months he was
 
(b ) , 

gone. 

It is possible that Helseth heard that she was interested in working for USAID and thought 
. that she was not loyal to UNOPS. She did work for USAID in Washington after this. He 

told her there was no place for her in the PRT. She thinks she also got caught in the cross 
fire over One day she was discussing the matter with and 

(b ..) •• ( ) (
Helseth tell mat she was working agamst UNOPS. 

Helseth was very unprofessional about this. She never received her last paycheck. She had 
no trouble leaving the country, however. She cannot say if Helseth was corrupt or not. He 
is a US citizen but she does not know where he currently is. To her knowledge, he quit 
UNOPS. \ also a US citizen, may now be working in Russia. She does not know what I 

company Jfe~orks for. She will look for their email addresses. 

•
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There was a school in Kabul that UNOPS was refurbishing. (f ) had negotiated a deal 
with the dean to use office space and internet in the building. r paid a monthly fee to 
the dean for this. As soon as she took over from(~ ) and learned ofthis, she stopped the 
payment. The dean was upset; apparently he was causing trouble for all the contractors with 
similar demands. Itold her the monthly paym~t was small and that it was not paid 
with USAID funds. He said it was his own money. ( deputy (she does not remember 
his name) may have also been involved with the payments. She thinks Helseth approved 
this. She saw the space. It was a kitchen area. She does not remember seeing any 
computers there - or anything else functioning. She is unaware ofany other such scenarios 
or payments. 

She only had one meeting with UNDP. She met with its finance people in an effort to learn 
about the money stream. If there were discrepancies, she wanted to know. She remembers 
that the Qalat airstrip was the priciest project. She took her finance person, who was French 
but she does not recall his name. She got some sense of it - but mostly that UNDP served as 
the bank for UNOPS. It did not add any value to the projects and had no input or daily 
interaction. 

She does not know ifHelseth could remove money from the project or not. She thought that 
once AID relinquished the money, it just had to wait to hear back from UNDP as to how it 
was spent. She has no knowledge ofUNOPS spending PRT money on 'the UNOPS Dubai 
office or other outside, non-PRT, projects. She visited that office but has no idea how its 
construction was funded. Helseth was involved with the building; he was based out of it. 
He would know how it was funded. 

She was not involved with the payment of retention funds to contractors. Helseth would 
also know about this. 

She is currently workin~ in Washin~on. DC as a contractor for the State Department. She 
resides at! :. 




